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Our sincere condolences to his family on
his passing. We have all lost a good citizen
and a little spark of the kind of life that
makes a small community a great one.
Tuesday was election day, and by more
or less mechanical momentum I headed for
the usual voting precinct headquarters in
the back of the Pepsi-Cola plant in Highlands. Turning off West Parkway into the
Pepsi-Cola driveway, I didn't see a sign anywhere. That's not too unusual, although I
have often wondered WHY election officials
didn't stick some kind of a sign and an arrow in the ground at that point for the benefit of would-be voters who are less familiar
with the precinct than I am. But they never
have, as far as I can remember.
So, approaching the door that normally
leads to the room with the judges and voting
machine, I found it blank. Completely blank
. . . and not even the usual campaign-card
hander-outers anywhere around. By then, I
really wondered if the voting place had been
changed. There wasn't even the usual sample
ballot taped to the entrance where one could
see it from the outside.
But I went on in anyhow, and sure
enough, there was the machine, and there
quietly sat the table of officials. And at 10:
a. m. in the morning, after the polls had been
opened several hours, voting had been so
light that even the first double page of signatures in the little book hadn't been filled.
From all appearances, it .looked like
Continued on Page 2
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JOTTINGS
from
Jo's
Notebook
No Surprises

There were no surprises in the results of
Tuesday's elections. If any analysis is to be
made it is only to indicate that Democratic
nominee Walter "Dee" Huddleston has his
work cut out for him this Fall.
Nunn, who scarcely campaigned against
his nearest opponent,former Parks Commissioner Robert Gable won with no trouble at
all. Gable put up a rather hard campaign
against Nunn, but to no avail.
On the other hand Huddleston similarly
conducted only a token campaign (but more
than Nunn) and received about 110,000
votes. But there appears to be something
strange to me that Huddleston's four other
opponents, all completely unknown statewide, received a combined total of about
55,000 votes. Post-election "experts" view
the combined votes of Huddleston's opponents as a very definite anti-administration vote. Huddleston has the endorsement
of Governor Wendell Ford.
Even more surprising is the fact that
Sandy Hockensmith, a Frankfort carpenter
and commercial pilot, who had no campaign
money and no organization received a surprising 15,000 votes state-wide. Hockensmith, who hiked and biked his way across
Kentucky, receiving scant publicity, hit at
the Ford Administration and Democratic
Party Chairman J. R. Miller.
In an extremely light vote state-wide
one can only wonder what might have happened to the front-running Democratic senatorial nominee had the vote been heavy.
Big Deals
Tuesday brought us some rather interesting calls at the office from insistent, and
irate folks, who wanted to deliver their messages only to me. I took the stupid things.
Sorry about the Cayce residents who
couldn't get a police officer to investigate the
break-in at a local service station. . . maybe
Continued on Page 2
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New 2-Cent Gas Tax May Bring
$17,000 Each Year To Fulton
Glenn Lovern said Monday that 1972 legislation on cities was the most beneficial he has observed in almost 40 years.
Lovern, executive director of the Kentucky
Municipal League, said much of the success is due
to the dawning realization by many lawmakers
that urban problems have reached the acute
stage.

such strong opposition by two
powerful groups,' Lovern said,
naming the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce and the AssociCONTINUED ON PAGE 6 i

"The biggest breakthrough undoubtedly was
revenue sharing with cities and towns under the
motor vehicle fuel tax," he said.
The reference Is to the 2cent increase, effective July 1, nicipalities with 2,500 or more
in Kentucky's 7-cent tax on each persons.
gallon of gasoline.
On the basis of the 1970 cenStarting next summer (1973)
one half cent of the new tax sus of 3454 persons this would
will be allocated to municipal- mean an addltionel SlT,000 in
Hies on the basis of their popu- new revenue for the Cdy of
lation.
Fulton.
Lovern estimated a benefit of
He said a committee repre$4.90 per capita annually in musenting mayors of all classes of
cities soon will hold Its first
STORES TO CLOSE
meeting to determine rules and
Members of the Retail Mer- policies in administering the
chants and Chamber of Com- municipal road money, which
merce will be closed all day will total more than $9 million
Monday. May 29, in observance for fiscal 1973.
The new act calls for agreeof Memorial Day.
ment of state and local-officials
on spending money for specific
municipal projects.
HEADS CLUB
In a television interview, LoBobby Scales was elected
as the 1972-73 president of the vern said the major disappointFulton Bulldog Club at a meet- ment of the municipal league,
ing Thursday, May 18, at Ful- which Is fairly newt!'the lobbyton High School. Other officers ing arena, was failure of the
revised industrial annexation
elected were Robert Whitesell,
proposal.
vice-president, David Dean,
That would have allowed
secretary and publicity; Bobby
cities to use the same proceBowden, treasurer. Directors
dure in annexing industrial pronamed to the board include perties
as they do in annexPercy Lee, Charles Browder, ing other land. Cu,rently it
is
C. H. Myers, Bobby Snider. more difficult to annex industCharles Curtis, Jim Bright and rial property.
Dr. Shelton Owens.
•I was surprised to discover

THE PROPHETS

"Prophets"
Coming To
South Fulton
'The Prophets' gospel-singing sextette have been booked
for a Sunday afternoon show at
the South Fulton high school
gym, the News was advised this
week.
The appearance of this popular group of gospel singers is
being sponsored by the South
Fulton band for Sunday June 4
the public is invited.
and
Tickets will be $2 for adults and
$1 for students.
Organized in 1959, the group
has performed all over the
country to appreciative audiences, classifying their •un
Nue
sound' as their own
special trademark. They are
based In Nashville.
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Huddleston, Stubblefield
Nunn Win Easily Tuesday
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Fulton 'FOUR POINTS

This column wants to start off this week
by paying tribute to the memory of a troubador who, during his lifetime in the community,added more than his share of gaiety,
fun and entertainment. In the 20-odd years"
that I knew and worked with Tillman
Adams on musical ventures, I always found
him to be the life of the show and the infectuous gaiety that helped put any musical
production over with an audience. He loved
to entertain, and his audiences always enjoyed his ability to do so.

Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

We

Democrat Walter "Dee" Huddleston and former Republican Governor Louie B. Nunn won
the senatorial nominations of their respective
parties handily in Tuesday's elections.
The results of the election complete results of the
election
came as a surprise to no one, in the First District hi
the Connor did the stunning re-election gressional race stood
like this
of First District Congressman Wednesday afternoon:
Frank Albert Stubblefield who
Stubblefield
26,476
was nominated for his eighth
term to the United States ConBurkhart
8,464
gress. Stubblefield has no opTandy
1,340
°position in the general election
in November.
In Fulton County the voting
Stubblefield's two opponents pattern in the congressional
City Judge Kenneth Burkhart of race and senatorial
races was
Paducah and Ed Tandy of about as it was in other counties
Central City proved to be only in the district. Here are the
token
opposition.
Although tabulations:
Burkhart mounted what apStubblefield
430
peared to be a strenuous camBurkhart
373
paign, with an almost solid
backing of organized labor, he
Tandy
•
21
failed
to
win
even
his
The complete County tabuown county of McCracken.
lation in all races is printed
The unofficial, but nearly In this week's issue of the
News,

Twenty One Beauties
Competing For Princess

The International Banana Festival's hostess
princess pageant has drawn one of the largest
50 group of beautiful entrants as any local pageant
in recent years, Miss Cheryl Underwood producer
3T3 of the event
announced today.
21

Meeting Set
To Determine
Goodwill Trip

As of press time on Wednesday a total of 21
young ladies had entered the pageant which will
select a young lady to be the local "Hostess-Ambassador" to reign over the festivities of the
three-day Festival that opens officially on August
17 and runs through August 19.

A meeting to discuss proposed plans for making a goodwill mission to Honduras and
Guatemala is planned for Friday evening May 26 at 7 p.m.
at the Chamber of Commerce
office, Festival officials announced today.
About 17 persons have indicated that they are interested
in making the trip, but firm
commitments must be made
before definite plans can be
made.
Gabriel Cordovez, a representative of Aviateca Airlines
and the Guatemala Tourist
Commission is scheduled to
come to Fulton from Miami
on June 2 to make travel arrangements for the trip if as
many as 30 persons are interested.
The meeting to determine the
number wishing to make the
trip will be held on this Friday, May 26, at 7 p.m. at the
Chamber of Commerce office.

Entering the competition thus
far are: Misses Linda Ferrell, the South Fulton High
School
Patti Jolley, Susan Henson, gymnasium on Friday, June 2,
Vangte Walker, Leigh Jeffrey, at eight o'clock p.m. Tickets
Debbie Campbell, Robin Milner, will not be sold in advance but
Lisa Butler, Wanda Dunavsuat, will be available at the door.
Elaine Ellison, Vickie Fer- Price of admission is $1.00 for
guson, Cane Lou Malray, Patti adults and fifty cents for childParrish, Mary Jane Cannon, ren under 12 years of age.
Ann Fenwick, Brenda Sue ColMiss Underwood revealed
yer, Ginger Fields, Fonda Bon- that young ladies, residents of
durant, Shelia Ellison and Kim- Fulton and South Fulton, beberly Bynum.
tween the ages of 13 and 18
A sparkling array of local are elibigle to participate in
dancers, singers and musicians the pageant that will select
will intersperse the program. a young lady who reigns over
Joy Jobe will furnish organ local activities during the Fesmusic for the contestants and tival, and the remainder of the
will also render several solo year.
presentations
during interIn addition the young lady selmission.
ected will serve as an ambasThe pageant will be staged at
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

DECORATION DAY
Homecoming and Decoration
Day at Good Springs Presbyterian Church, Dukedom, Tennessee, will be held on Sunday,
May 28. Sunday school starts
at 9:4.5 a. in. with preaching
at 11:00 a. m. There will ne
dinner on the ground and singing in the afternoon with the
Family Five Quartet. Everyone is invited to attend.

TO GRADUATE
Cadet Dana Fields Wilson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Elton Wilson of Fulton, will
graduate May 28, from Castle
Heights Miltary Academy of
Lebanon. Tennessee. U. S. Senator William Brock ('R-Tenn.)
will be die principal speaker in
the final exercises.

Graduates Receive
Honors, Scholarships
The Fulton County High School held its commencement exercises Monday night and with it
came many scholarships and other awards to deserving students.
Honor students named by Principal Bobby
McCord are: Janet Lynne Adams, Lucy Burrus
Bondurant, Jeffrey Roland Green, Billy Douglas
Goodman, Marian Kay Graves,Peggy Ruth Hawkins, Susan Ellen Jackson, Teresa Jackson, James
Keith Menees, Jeannie Sue Turner, and Max
Kenneth Wilson.
In addition to the naming of
the 1972 Fulton County High
School honor graduates, several
awards were presented to out
students. The first award to be presented was the
'student of the year' award and

was given to Jeff Green on the
basis of excellence in scholarship, cooperation, leadership,
citizenship, and religious integrity.
The second award, athlete
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Rose Stewart gives equal time to home, community
By Carol Major
The youngest child and only
daughter of the late Charles
and Georgie Cusick Griswold,
Rose Griswold was born September 6, 1912 in a large white
house on the top of Bond Hill.
Two years later, the Griswold family purchased their
home at 1104 Moscow Avenue
from the late Charles Clark.
Fifty-three years later, Rose
Is still living in the same house.
Rose began school in 1923 in
a little room where she later
worked in the office of the late
J C. Lawson, then superintendent of schools. Several of the
14
years
which
she was
employed in this location, she
served as attendance officer
for the Fulton County and HickJanuary of 1929 saw the death
of Harold, the Griswold's
second son. Charles, the eldest
child, is living in Memphis with
his family where hits employed
under the D. S.
as clerk

Engineers.
Following her gratudation
from Hickman High School in
1935, Rose took one business
course and later several subsequent courses at Murray College. During the flood of 1937,
Rose first stepped Into the
working world as clerk typist
for the N.Y.A. (National Youth
Association) program. She was
paid 20 cents and hour and received a 15 cent raise by the
time of her resignation in 1940.
On a rainy day in October of
1941, Rose met a handsome
young man from Stephensport,
Kentucky, an employee of the
Government Fleet, stationed in
Hickman. On Halloween night,
Miss Griswold and Hewitt Stewart had their first date and
after a five month long courtship, were changed "from
spooks to cupids" as they were
married on Valentine's Day.
Thirty years ago this month,
Hewitt left for the army. Rose
commuted to work at Salant and

Salant, shirt and pant factory,
in Union City. On Saturdays,
she worked at Dobsons Department Store. Among various occupations, Rose has spent time
at the Roper Pecan Factory and
the Hickman Garment Factory.
She has also assisted in taking
the population and farm census.
Having been asked about her
family ROW stated, "Hewitt and
wanted a large family but God
only sent us one child, Anna
Marie, born on March 9, 1948."
Twenty years later, Anna Marie
married Ronald Everage, Since
Ronald's honorable discharge
from the Marines in July 1971,
he and his wife have been living
in Memphis and are presently
awaiting the birth of their first
child.
While serving as attendance
officer, Rose saw the need for
industrial growth in Hickman
if 'parents are In a position to
keep their children in school.•
Since the loss of the Mengel
Company in Bondurant, Rose

has become involved in her
community. There being no
clothes bank, she helped distribute donated clothes from a
room which adjoined the superintendent's office.
While attending an attendance
officer's meeting in Louisville
in 1951, she visited the state
Chamber of Commerce headquarters and was advised that
a local chamber would be an
asset in attracting Industry to
the Hickman community.
Rose returned to Hickman and
contacted Charlie Tomerlin,
secretary of the Union City
Chamber of Commerce. With
the help of Mrs. Walter Austin,
'everyone in the phone book'
was called to a mass meeting
at the courthouse. Over 300
attended the meeting on a rainy
Friday the 13th of April, 1951
and witnessed the formation of
the Hickman chamber of Commerce. Rose served as one of
the nine directors and secretary
during the first year of its

existence.
ceived his 15 year pin for his
After having corresponded work with the Highway Departwith many influential persons ment.
in the railroad and industrial
Rose's father once gave her
stream, Rose's efforts were a philosophy to live by, "never
highlighted when she and her say I can't, but I'll try, for one
husband, accompanied by City won't know if he can until he
Clerk Frances Johnson, went tries. If you can't help, don't
to Louisville in April of 1955 hinder and if you can't help
where they were awarded fifth build up, don't tear down. Be a
place for the scrap book which peace maker, not a trouble
they had compiled. They had maker.'
submitted it to the community
Mrs. Stewart's efforts and
development
committee
in enthusiasm now center around
hopes of Hickman's being an an interest in working with the
industrial prospect.
youth of the Hickman comRose and Hewitt are active munity. She hopes that they will
members
of the American learn to know that she believes
Legion and the Legion auxiliary,' In them, loves them and wants
where she serves as secretary. to do all that is possible to help
Rose is a member ofthe Sacred them, as she stated, "they are
Heart Catholic Church and our citizens of tomorrow.*
Hewitt belongs to the First
By encouraging the youth to
Methodist Church,
find God and a resultant force
Rose received her 15 year by which to live and urging them
service pin this year as clerk to work together to again uptypist III and local registrar lift morals and good living, Rose
in the Fulton County Health
Department. Hewitt also re- CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page 1

WINDAGE
Continued from Page 1

Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album

the guy was out taking another lesson in terpsichory . .. or maybe buying sotne new
auto equipment.
And as for the calls an election day asking people to stay away from the polls in protest of something or another at the county
barn I can only say I had already voted and
wouldn't have stayed away for a million dollars with that kind of nonsense. C'est in
guerre!
Not A Coward
I read recently a little quotation that is
indeed thought-provoking for all people who
should take an interest in the affairs of their
communities and their governments. It says:
"To sin by silence when they should
protest makes cowards of men."
There's no particular reason for bringing this quote to light at this time, except
that we believe that honest, constructive,
non-violent protest is the most effective way
to have our voices heard in those decisionmaking councils of government and community affairs.

Nov Parks Supervisor
Recently County Judge Buck Menees
reported that under the President's Emergency Employment Act three veterans and
college students would be employed as recreational supervisors in Fulton, Hickman and
another in the county areas.
Judge Menees advised me on Tuesday
that the three young men were already on
their jobs.
The three young men are: Robert Forsythe of Hickman, working in the West
Hickman recreational area; Perry Kearney
assigned to the Fulton City Park and Steven
Shaw, presently working in the Fulton City
• Park, but available for assignment all over
the county. All three were interviewed by
Judge Menees, but the ultimate employment
was the decision of the Economic Development Agency in Mayfield.
With the employment of the three men
a total of 21 persons are employed in Fulton
County under the EEA program. Four of the
men are assigned to the City of Hickman.
five to the City of Fulton and nine assigned
to county duties as follows: a county carpenter and carpenter's helper; a juvenile officer,
an animal control officer and five maintenance men.
The City of Fulton has one more employee than does Hickman because of Fulton's operation of the ambulance service in
the Fulton area.
Judge Menees reported that the additional help has been of great assistance to the
municipalities, but even more to the county.
Thus far repairs have made to the Hickman
health department, the county jail, the courthouse and a major repair is in the planning
stage for the circuit courtroom at the courthouse. Menees says that considerable thought
will be given to lowering the ceiling in the
courtroom that would not only add to the
looks,of the room, but would also cut down
sharply on heating and cooling costs.

Job Well Done
We take our hats off to Judge Menees for
requesting and getting these extra employees
for very needed county and city programs.
It has taken a lot of extra time and effort to
get this additional money to aid in the county's unemployment problems, but the good
Judge has cut a lot of red tape to get the job
done.
Judge Menees is in the process of getting additional funds from the Federal Disaster Relief Act to repair county and municipal roads damaged by the recent floods
and bad weather.
Having had some experience trying to
cut through bureacracy for Federal funds I
know full well what the Judge is encountering and our newspapers commend him for
his efforts.
Incidentally, since Governor Wendell
Ford has requested that Fulton County be
declared a disaster area there are other
funds available for all kinds of municipal
programs, I would think.
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Lan week we published a picture ef what wRI probably b• the last "graduating" class at Terry Norman school. Norman Terry,
the
seeing the picture, was prompted to dig through his files and come up with the above photo, taken in 191101 and showing
fifth and sixth grades at Terry-Norman at the close of the FIRST year at the school. (The gth graders wire the first class to
graduate, since in its early years the school only taught six grades). (Bottom row, from left): Clifton Linton, Murray Creeds,
—7, Chambers Holman; (second row, from left): Jeanette Bell, —7, Adley Morris, —?, Earl Ric*, Max Batsel, Norman Terry,
Richard Rice, —?, Cl..Creedic (third row, from left): —?, Mamie Hill, Edna Hervey, —?, Estelle Slaughter, —?, May (or
Ruth) Knighton, Ella Berryman, Herman Clapp, —7, Ruby Norman; (top row, from 10.0 —7, Otis Norman, —7, Gladys
Hubbard, —?, Cecil Bard, Stella Berryman, Harvey HeNey, Anuie Kennedy, —?.

FULTON'S

Lamm-sr Conner
EY LUCY DANIEL

and diplomatic affairs of the
thirteen colonies and the new
nation. The Continental Congress is generally the focus of
this bright, fast-paced narrefines the
which
rative,
scholarship of several generations of historians into.splendid interpretive history.

to the Fulton Public familiar books on child care,for
‘
Come
Library and look over our very it tells how to deal with the progood supply of new books we blems of children and drugs.
The author of this book offers
have for you this week.
wise and useful advice on how to
FUN WITH BARGELLO, by deal, as thoroughly and as pracSilverstein. Bargello tically as you can, with your own
Mira
needlepoint Is fun! The patterns child's drug troubles. You need
are varied and the finished to know what effects drugs have,
pieces in bold or subtle colors what makes them dangerous,
are really exciting. Moreover, and which young people are
it is quick and easy--this book likely to use them. You need to
shows you just how easy. know what leads to experimenStarting with the simplest zig- tation with drugs, what the
zag line, you progress to elm- danger signs are, when to congated points and curves. Next front your child, what kind of
you find out how to make the help he might need, and where
zigzags into diamonds and the to get it. And you need to know
points and curves into what the how you might prevent his
author calls "lemons and per- turning to drugs in the first
simmons.' Then you find out place.
how to fill in the geometrical
WINNING
OF INDEfigures and how to even them off THE
at the top and bottom of your PENCENCE, by Marshall Smelstory of
the
is
This
ser.
there
is
all
that's
And
work.
America's War for Indepento HI
dence, from the breakdown of
DRUGS, PARENTS and CHILD- British civil authority in 1774
REN, by Michell S. Rosenthal. until the peace of 1783. More
This is a book for parents. It than military history, it covers
Is as essential for them as the as well the political, financial,

SEVEN MEDIEVAL QUEENS,
by Jospeh Dahmus. Most women
of the Middle Ages--even those
who wore crowns--were expected to be dutiful, retiring
wives and mothers while their
husbands exercised the power.
In this book, Dahmus destroys
this sterotype through the lives
of seven women who played decisive roles in the destinies of
their nations. They ruled in
their own right, waged wars,
governed vast territories, often
plotted bloodthirsty ways to achieve their goals, and used their
marriages and their children to
gain political advantage. In a
world dominated by rapacious
men, these
ambitious
and
women achieved a position of
often, superequality - -and
iority.

THE FIRST HUNDRED YEARS
OF NINO COCHISE, by Clye
Cochise. Few living men boast
a century of personal history
and only the most exceptional
can remember events with
clarity or tell It in fascinating
detail. Such an exceptional man
Is Ciye Nino Cochise, grandson of the legendary Chief Cochise who led the Chiricahua
Apaches until his death. Now
Nino is
nearly ninety-eight,
blessed with a memory that
limns in detail an untold and
hitherto mostly unkovm segment GOURMET AT THE GRILL, by
Paisley Harwood. Thick Pork
of American Indian life.
Chops with Creamy Mustard
AS A CRAFT, Baste....Acorn Squash....Luau
CONJURING
by Ian Adair. The secrets of Rice....Ham with Bing Cherry
are here enter- Glaze... Lemon-glazed Baked
conjuring
tainingly explained stage by Bananas....The day is long past
stage, so that the reader can when steaks, hamburgers and
build up a genuine skill—or else hot dogs were kings of the grill.
just enjoy learning how tricks With today's modern barbecue
are done. Anyone who wishes equipment—and a little imaginto learn a few conjuring tricks ation—the outdoor chef can now
to amuse the family or for social serve up meals to please the
events will discover here how to palate of the most discriminbe entertaining to an audience. ating gourmet.

would find
someone was hoping that no one
I
this precinct and cast their votes, although
case.
the
not
was
this
am sure
poorly
I have no idea how well or how
were
county
the
in
precincts
the
of
rest
the
Pepsi-Cola
the
if
but
Tuesday,
marked last
precinct is any indication, it was a very poor
job.
I'm not casting any mud at the PepsiCola Company, mind you; that's not their
job; they are nice enough to provide the
premises where they are handy to the precinct.
But SOMEBODY needs to get on the ball
and put up some signs. It's not unreasonable
to estimate that a hundred Highlands voters
passed the precinct Tuesday and would have
stopped to vote had they been reminded by
a little sign and an arrow out there on the
street. It's not unreasonable to estimate that
there were others like myself who decided
to go vote, found no indication that the machine was where it usually was, and turned
around and left before they parked and
walked up to the door.
Failing any future action on such matters as this by whatever County official
should attend to these markings — if, indeed,
it is the responsibility of anyone — I recommend that some civic club take it up themselves to see that each polling place is well
marked, neNt election day, and take this on
as an annual project. It's only a matter of
getting signs printed, distributed and posted,
and we'll print the signs at cost for anyone
who will volunteer to do the job. To me, this
would seem like a top-notch civic project.
All of the thousands of dollars that candidates spend to try to influence voters in
their favor are just so much wasted money
if Mr. and Mrs. Public aren't given that final
little bit of help to go in the voting machine
on election day.

St. Edward's Kindergarten, composed of preschool youngsters, "graduated" with full pomp
and ceremony, caps and gowns, Wednesday
night. The group included Paul Westpheling III,
Rosetta McIntyre, Tommy Carter, Joy Fagan,
Ruth Ann Woodruff, Helen Wiggins, C. W. Davis,
Bernard Harvey, Jane Edwards, David Bayer,
Stevie Schwerdt, Carol Dunn, Hugh Mac Sloan,
and Irvin Cash.
Three Fulton students currently attending the
University of Kentucky were signally honored
for their high scholastic average during the past
year.
The trio includes: Nancy Sue Wilson, a student in the College of Agriculture and Home Economics; James Read Holland, a student in the
College of Engineering; and Wendell S. Norman.
They were included in a group of approximately
700 recognized for outstanding academic and
leadership achievement at the school's annual
Honors Day program last week at Memorial Coliseum.

FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
MAY 27, 1927
About a year ago Capt. Charles Lindbergh
flew to Fulton to visit the grave of his comrade,
Charles Smith in Fairview Cemetery and stayed
as a guest at the home of Mr. Smith's father-inlaw, W. A. Terry. Many Fulton people got to
know and like the tall, slim Captain during his
visit. Little did they dream that he was soon to
besome the hero of the world
Last Friday morning May 20, Capt. Lindbergh hopped off from New York in his Ryan
monoplane, "Spirit of St. Louis" for Paris,
France, a distance of 3,600 miles across the Atlantic ocean. After 33 hours of suspense and fear,
word was flashed that he had reached his destination safely and that a royal welcome was being
given this holder of the world's first non-stop
flight across the ocean.
CHESTNUT GLADE: Miss McGehee's voice
and expressions recital Tuesday featured an Indian song and dance in costume by Miss Elizabeth
Etheridge. Many social events have been given at
the close of school for this popular teacher, the
latest being a bullfrog hunt staged by the boys;
she speared several of the 23 taken.

A special train with 150 Louisville "Boosters", band and newspaper correspondents arrived
for a brief visit in Fulton this week. They were
greeted by the Fulton Chamber of Commerce and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Underwood, Fulton, a multitude of pretty girls, and several addresses
Route 1, announce the engagement and approach- were made from an improvised platform on Lake
ing marriage of their daughter, Martha Jean, to Street.
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In a letter received here last week, the
U. S. Department of Justice requested the
help of all of us in their drive against heroin
trafficking, now underway across the country. The letter states:
"The President on April 7 announced
establishment of the "Heroin Hotline," a nationwide, toll-free telephone number to provide American citizens with a quick and convenient way to report information on heroin
pushers.
"That telephone number is (800) 3685363.
"The telephones are manned at a center
in Washington around the clock, seven days
a week. Trained operators on duty are under
the supervision of experienced Federal
agents. The caller need not identify himself,
and the rights of all callers will be fully protected.

Chief of Police Parker McClure has resigned
after serving 13 years on the South Fulton Police
force. He has accepted a position in Paducah,
Kentucky.

Mrs. Mildred Anderson, popular physical
education instructor in the South Fulton Schools,
has accepted a position in the Fulton City Clerk's
office. She will work in the absence of City Clerk
Martha Smith who has taken a two month's leave
of absence.

Cm

I see where at least one TV critic is patting CBS on the back for gaining new latenight "pulling power" with its substitution
of a movie instead of the forlorn Mery Griffin show. Poor Mery was dumped back in
February.
From what few glimpses I have recently
labored to take of Johnny Carson, I gain the
impression that he has also run out of steam,
wit, talent and interest. However, ABC, according to the latest poop from the group, is
about to cut Dick Cavitt loose even before
NBC gets around to Carson.
I'm sure that all we need around here
for late-night "entertainment" is a three-way
bill of shoot-em-ups, mayhem or "X"-rated
reelers, but I have an idea. Why don't the
networks just sign off at 10:30 after the late
news and suggest that everyone get a good
night's sleep.
They have been inadvertently suggesting that anyhow,for some time.

Clifford Dale Humphries, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.W.Humphries, Wingo, Route 1.

TWENTY YEARS AGO
MAY 23, 1952
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"We believe this national "turn in a
pusher" program has tremendous potential.
But as I said, we need your help in promot.
ing the telephone number."
Okay, so there it is. The problem is so
great that any help at all, in the way of a
phone call, will mean a lot to these people
who are trying to rescue the damned by jailing the pushers. Remember the number and
use it without fear.
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Miss Nancy Sanger, brideelect of Mike Sheehan, was
honored at a sherry party Saturday afternoon, May 20, at
four o'clock by Mrs. E.E.
Powers, Moulton Street, Hickman.
The bride-elect, wearing a
black and red print jersey
dress, was presented a gift corsage of roses. The hostess
gift was a set of sherry glasses.
Miniature sandwiches, dips
and
other delicacies were
served with sherry and punch
from the dining table. The table
was overlaid with a cutwork
cloth and featured an arrangement of pink roses in a silver
bowl. Silver appointments were
used.
Serving were Miss Ellen Sanger, Mrs. Mike Major,and Mrs.
Bob Sanger.
The guest list Included: the
honoree, her mother, Mrs. Robert Sanger, Mrs. W.P. Sheehan,
mother of the groom -elect,
Mrs. Joe Davis, Fulton, Mrs.
Austin Voorhees, Mrs. W.C.
Hale, Mrs.Guy Hale, Mrs. Monroe Bellew, Mrs. Bob Sanger,
Mrs. Charles Terrett, Mrs.
Mike Major, Mrs. Dan Voegeli,
Fulton, Mrs. Joe Bolin, Clinton,
Miss Katherine Williamson,
Fulton, Miss Jane Johnson,
Miss Kathy Mabry, Mrs.Robert
Davis, Miss Ellen Sanger, Miss
Amy Bondurant, and the hostess.

Antique Fans
Invited To
Princeton

Jetta Spelpht, president of the Fulton-South Fulton B
& PW Club is shown receiving the membership award from Anna Lou Caldwell, 1st district
director. Pictured above are, left hp right,
R•malle Pigue, Jetta Speight, Anna Lou Caldwell
and Dottie Morgan.

George Hart Invitational
Tournament To Be June 7

Art Work Of
Local People
Now Displayed

Antique 'fans" in this area
will be interested in knowing
that an antique show and sale
has been scheduled at Princeton, Kentucky on June 2nd and
3rd at the Caldwell County high
school gymnasium.
Show time on Friday, the first
day, is 10: to 10:; Saturday hours
will be 10: to
p.m. The event,
fifth in a series, is being sponsored by the Caldwell County
War Memorial Hospital auxiliary
and admission will be
$1.00.
Chairman
Mrs. Bernard
Jones states that there will be
quality dealers, free parking
and excellent food, and a cordial invitation is extended to
everyone to attend.

Donna Phipps, instructor of
a recently well attended I6-week
art course which met in two
sessions at the Fellowship Hall
of the First United Methodist
Church in Hickman, is proud
to announce that 28 of the works
of several of her students are
now on display at the Carnegie
Library in Hickman.
The pictures are an assortment of charcoal drawings and
Oil paintings of local personalities and still life scenes,
created by persons from Hickman and Clinton.
The works were made in the
art class which began in January and terminated last week.
The course was sponsored by
Murray State University and
the Federal Government.
The display will be in the
library from May 20 through
June 19 and librarian, Mrs.
D.F. Johns hopes that interested patrons will visit the
library and view the art works.

Workshop On
Hearing To Be
At Murray State

A record field of more than
FlightIng will be done at the
The Kentucky B & PW Clubs
125 ladies from the four-state end of the first nine holes of
50th State Convention was held
area of western Kentucky are play, and all ties will be decided
at the Sealbach Hotel in Louisexpected to participate in the by mini-max handicap.
An Industrial Audiometric vine, Kentucky on May 19-21,
5th annual George Hart InThe top several winners in Technicians Training Workshop 1972. Approximately 365 delevitational Tournament Wednes- each of six flights will receive aimed toward the
ultimate goal gates representing 49 clubs
day, June 7, at the Murray- prizes
valued
several of greater protection for the from all parts of the state,
at
Calloway County Country Club. hundreds of dollars. Winner of hearing of workers in Indus- attended the
convention. New
Pictured above are the novo director and assistant director
Invitations have been sent to the championship flight also will trial environments
of the
will be held officers for the year 1972-73
the ladies of 32 clubs in the area, receive the coveted traveling at Murray State University June were
1st District of B & PW Clubs, Opal Roberts,
elected and installed. Miss
Murray, assistant
and the growing number of trophy
presented
by Mrs. 26-28.
Betty Hinz ofSt. Matthews, Ken- director, Anna Lou
Catchall, Fulton-SouTh Fulton club, director
entries is expected to surpass Lochle Hart of Murray in memDr. Jim McDill, a certified tucky is the new president.
and Nancy Burnett, Mayfield, immediate past
last year's field, which saw a ory of her husband, the late audiologist and
Members attending from the
director.
an associate
record number of players com- George Hart.
An enthusiastic student body
A prominent professor of audiology at Mur- local club were. Jetta Speight,
pete in the 18-hole, medal play civic leader, Mr. Hart was ray State, will direct the three- President,
and their teachers presented an
Dottie Morgan, Anna
event.
outstanding
mayor of Murray and for day workshop.
exhibit of their
Lou Caldwell, and Ramelle
Mrs, Betty Lowry and Mrs. several years president of the
science work to an interested
In announcing plans for the Pigue.
Jerlene Sullivan are co-chair- Bank of Murray.
audience of parents and friends
session, Dr. John Bartholomy,
men of this year's tournament,
Tuesday night, May 16, in the
In addition, the Dorothy Hol- chairman of the department of
assisted by Mrs. Veneta Sexton land Team Trophy, donated by special education
Carr
Gym.
at Murray
and Mrs. Evelyn Jones, co- Al Lindsey, Murray jeweler, in State,
A theme of ecology in the
noted that 'the occupachairmen this year of the club's memory of his aunt, will be pre- tional
Miss Jan Curtis, who will be- Charles
Curtis,
Mrs. Joe first grade; uses of electrinoise requirements ofthe
ladies golf activities as well sented to the four players from
come the bride of James War- Treas, Mrs. James Butts, Mrs. city, soil makers, magnets, and
Occupational Safety and Health
Mrs. Frank Berry (Irene as a large number of other
ren
Johnson
any one club whose aggregate Act
on
June
3,
Joe
Mrs.
have
Davis,
was
Wendall
generated
Butts, a variety of other areas in the
conBerry) has been made manager members of the club.
the inspiration for two pre- Mrs. Rodney Miller, Miss Hel- second
score is the lowest of any sim- siderable local 'ndustrial inand
third
grades;
of the Far Lands Travel Agency
The $8.00 entry fee covers the ilar group participating. Miss terest in such a
nuptial events recently.
en Curtis of Water Valley, Mrs. through eras of time made vivid
workshop.'
In Mayfield. Mrs. Berry pre- entire day's activities, which
The
by
Holland was an active member
first
models
of
of
these events was Virgil Barker, Mrs. J.A. Poe,
dinosaurs, models
To be limited to 15 techThe Hickman Homemakers
viously
served
as reser- include a social hour, lunch and of the club before her death
of the lunar surface, open and
nicians, including nurses, in- Club held its monthly meeting a bridal luncheon held on Wed- and the hostesses.
vationist for air travel in the the golf tournament as well as
nesday,
closed
May
in 1970.
17,
circuits,
at
12:30
hygrometers,
second
at
The
the
event
clubroom
with
the
complidustrial
17
on
in
May
safety
workers,
and
Agency and has worked there other unannounced special actLast year's tournament was professionals interested in in- thirteen members and two vis- Holiday Inn. Hostesses for the menting Miss Curtis was a barometers, altimeters, ansince last year, taking training ivities.
occasion were Mrs. Bobby bridal tea held on Friday, May emometers, wind vanes, shell
won by Mrs. Betty Vowell of dustrial hearing conservation, itors present.
in travel agency operations.
Entries and handicaps should Fulton with a sparkling one- the intensive training
Mrs. Tom French was elected Scates and Mrs. Harry Reams. 19, at the home of Mrs.J.A. Poe collections were Just a few of
workshop
Far Lands Travel Agency was be sent to Mrs. Lowry (707
Miss Curtis chose for the with Miss Dee Fields, Miss the middle grade projects.
76, f our will provide instruction in ear the vice-president for the new
over-ladies-par
started seven years ago,in 1965, Elm Street, Murray, Kentucky
Junior high projects ranged
strokes in front of Mrs. Dot anatomy, acoustics, industrial year and Mrs. Barrett Rice was luncheon an attractive beige knit Martha Poe and Mrs. Charles
as the first travel agency ever 42071) not later than May 29,
dress,
from worm trainers and autowith a gift corsage of Fields as co-hostesses.
Herron of Henderson.
hearing
conservation
pro- elected secretary-treasurer.
in Mayfield and Graves County. Immediately after which pairyellow
daisies.
matic
dog waterers to a hand
A team of Henderson players, grams, and training in hearprogram
For
concerned
the
occasion,
The
Miss Curtis
It continqes to be the ojdy travel ings will be made and tee-off
made up of Mrs. Herron, Mrs. ing testing techniques.
'Creative Women'and was preA color scheme of yellow and chose a trousseau dress of black fashioned xylophone, you name
agency bonded and authorized times sent to the clubs of the
It, thev.had it
Ruth Snider, Mrs. Louella OgPre-registration deadline for sented by Mrs. Wood Tipton and white was carried out in the and white lacy knit witha pleated
by the Airlines to Weite airline ladles from whom entries have
den and Mrs. Frances Cokes, the
A few of -the projeds preworkshop is June 16. Mrs. Henry Boesenberg.
table decorations and place white skirt. Her gift corsage
tickets in Mayfield, and it been received.
won the Holland trophy with an Persons interested in attending
Hostesses for the meeting cards. The centerpiece of yel- was of white daisy poms. The sented were centripital force,
serves a wide area in Western
aggregate score of 342.
Yarbro,
Jr.,
guest
Bert
a
gift
planned city, posters and
Mrs.
piece
were
was
of
a
china
Division
of
should contact:
low and white daisies arranged
Kentucky and Tennessee not
Previous
winners of the Speech and Hearing, Education Mrs. Jim Hollis, Mrs. Clar- in a footed crystal bowl with
models of various phases of
a in her chosen pattern.
served by a local travel agency.
championship flight have been: Building, Murray State Univer- ence Reynolds and Mrs.Charles silver band,
Party delicacies and punch science, electromagnets, elecwas later presented
Much of the local agency busMrs. Jane Ann Nall, Mayfield sity, Murray, Kentucky 42071, A. Stahr.
to the honoree as the hostess were served from the lace cov- tric machines, chemical gariness comes from Murray, Ful(1968), Mrs. Mary Anderson, (762-2446).
ered
dining table featuring cut dens, telegraph, traffic light,
gift.
ton, Union City and Paris, TenMetroplis (1969) and Mrs. Mary
burglar alarm, lamps, marine
glass appointments.
nessee, and surrounding counRETURN TO HOME
Those attending were: Miss
Jane Harris, Paducah (1970).
Approximately forty guests life, pulleys, a cloud sentel,
ties.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Huebert Curtis,
mother, Mrs. called during the afternoon.
Why stars sparkle, etc.
Club Pro Jimmy Sullivan is
her
The agency also sells hotel
and son, have returned to their
OES
MEETS
expected to have the 6,270Approximately three hundred
and
motel accommodations,
Fulton City Chapter No. 41, home in -Humble, Texas after
yard layout in top playing contwenty-five projects were extours, charter groups, cruises,
with
a
visit
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Glynn
hibited.
for the tournament. DES, met in stated session at
dition
A conservative estiMr. and Mrs. A.L. Cox will
U-Drive car rentals, train and
mate of attendance would be six
Ladies par for the course is 38- 7:30 p. m. Tuesday. May 23, at Bustart, Court Drive.
their twenty-fifth
ship tickets, flight and travel celebrate
adults
hundred
plus almost one
37--75.
Temple.
Masonic
the
insurance, and a variety of other wedding anniversary with a rehundred per cent of the stuWEEKEND GUESTS
travel services. One member of ception on Sunday, May 28,from
dents and teachers.
Mr. and Mrs, Thomas E. Troits staff specializes in foreign two until five o'clock in the
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Leon
linger of Lafayette. Louisiana,
The wedding will he soltravel planning and cruises. All afternoon. The affair will be
Housman of Paducah, Kentucky emnized at eight o'clock in the
were weekend guests
the agency's services are pro- given at their home on the MidHAS SURGERY
announcing
the evening, Saturday, June 3, at the
and Mrs Glynn Bushart, Court are today
vided
without any service dle Road, with their children
Mrs. Billy Holland, daughterengagement
forthcoming
and
Church
FulDrive.
Baptist
iceville
in
as
the
hosts.
charge to the customer, Mrs.
in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
marriage of their daughter, ton.
No formal invitations are
Berry reported, since the airHolland of Fulton, had surgery
Patricia Lynn to Johnny Dan
No invitations are being sent, Friday, May 19. in Jackson,
lines, hotels, etc,. pay the being sent but all their friends
Mrs.
and
Clayton, son of Mr.
but all friends and relatives 7.1ississippi. Her address is St.
agency on a commission basis. and family are invited to attend.
John Clayton of Fulton.
are invited to the wedding and
They are the parents of HowtaiceThe bride-elect is a senior the reception, immediately fol- Dominic Respite'', 9139
ard Voney Cox, Fulton, Route 1,
Last Sunday Rev. William we spray paint them gold. Those
HOSPITALIZED
land Drive, Jackson, MissisThe News takes pleasure in majoring in business education lowing the ceremony.
Demetra Evans, Olive Branch, Adams of
the First United Meth- joining in Monday morning wishing the following friends at Murray State University and
Bonnie Cummings is doing
sippi 39206.
Miss Damon Wade, Fulton,
Church held afternoon were:
odist
fine following eye surgery
Etta Stevens, Josie "Happy Birthday":
a member of Alpha Delta Pi
Route 2, Ann Lyndayle, Vero
RECEIVES
AWARD
services at Haws.
Moser, Mary Williams, ConTuesday, May 16 at the ComMark Van Doren, Jane Green, sorority.
Beach, Florida, Emily Wagner,
On Monday several gathered nie LeCorriu and Maggie SumLin Eckdahl, granddaughter
munity Hospital in Mayfield.
RECEIVES AWARD
Mr. Clayton is also a senior
May 25; James A. Gorman
Lansing, Michigan, and Travis in the dining
room armed with merville.
His room number is 216.
Hubert Randle, Virginia at Murray State 'University of Mrs. Lera Wright of Fulton, William Michael Parham,
H,
Cox, Fulton, Route 4.
humored
Saturday
good
imagination for
afternoon, May 27th
Grehan son of former Fultonians. Mr.
Cathey, May 26; Karen Argo, majoring in industrial educa- received the Enoch
our craft that morning. We had at 3:30 p.m. we are looking forFrields, May tion. He is a member of Epsilon Journalism Award at the an- and Mrs. Stanley Parham, reGay
a lot of fun glueing assorted ward to Phyllis Campbell 's Karen
program
day
honors
for ceived the Eagle Scout Award
nual
Laird, May 28, Pi Tau honorary fraternity and
shapes and sizes of macroni dancing class performing for 27; Jerry R.
Lambda Chi Alpha social fra- the senior class of Tates Creek Sunday, May 20, at 1.1 a. m. in
MauLee,
Evelyn
Bennett,
Joe
to small wooden boards. After us. We'll especially enjoy all the
High School in Lexington. Miss a ceremony at St. John's United
29, ternity.
covering one side of the baords lovely, bright costumes the rice C Bondurant, May
lie is the grandson of Mrs. Eckdahl is the daughter oi the Methodist Church in Texas,
we set them aside to dry until children wore for their recent Mrs, W. W. Jettoo, Mrs. W. S. Jim Oliver and the
late Mr. late Mrs. Norma Eckdabl and City, Texas. His grandfather,
Mantle, May 30; Mrs. J. E. Mc.
recital.
Oliver and the late Mr.and Mrs. Andrew Eckdahl, city editor Of W. M. Blacksone of Fulton
Sunday, May 28th, Rev. Jim- Nail, Bodie Jonakin, May DI.
V. E. Clayton of Fulton.
the Lexington Herald.
made the presentation.
mie Pierce will hold services
for us at 4 p.m. The following
Sunday June 4th will be The
Smith Street Church of Christ
choir.
Birthdays during the re.
mainder of May are: Myrtle
McCollum the 27th; Attie Byrd
the 28th: Van B. Ratcliff the
Miss Elaine Barclay, dau- 29th; Versa Hopkins the 30th,
seemed to have all his marbles only the future. They taught me sent this policy and feel that
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Cha- and Mettle Johnson the 31st.
Dear Ann Landers: I am 30 had a severe
physical handicap not to be afraid of my feelings, companies should promote torles E. Barclay of Clinton, has
years old and have never mar- and told me
with considerable how to react to nervous people getherness at home instead of
completed her wedding plans
ried. People have always told anguish
that he had met 30 who blow up, how to find the making trouble between husfor her marriage to Charles Miss Cynthia Ann Homra,
me I am pretty, smart, and fun women through the
Michael Moss, son of Mr. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
'founda- courage to go back to shopping, bands and wives. My husband
to be with. No one ever men- tion•--most of them
crazy. For driving and living. You learn says he is going, regardless-Mrs. Charles Moss of South Homra of Fulton, received her
tioned marriage. One day I be- these leads he has
already paid YOU won't die if your heart beats and we've argued about it. I
bachelor of arts in education
Fulton.
came a little 'adventurous"— $380.
The wedding is planned for degree at the 105th annual or perhaps
fast or if you can't catch your told him if he goes it will be
panicky is a better
I am ashamed of myself
7 p.m. at Mt. Pleasant Church Commencement at the Univerfor breath, or if you get waves of the straw that broke the camel's
word--and sent my name (and having been such a
sucker. The nausea and spells of weakness. back. Comment, please.--Lane
on Friday, June 9. The Rev. sity of Kentucky on 111May 13.
check) to a scientific mate- Public should be
warned about
Thomas Smithmier .of Paducah Stu. is P chemistry m yr:.
All it cost me was 25S for the
matching foundation. I had re- these rackets. Tell
the world, coffee and cake after the meetwill perform the ceremony.
Dear L. That camel didn't
ceived
mailings from this will you, Ann'--Seattle
Chump
Miss Barclay has chosen her
ing.
Some bargain for a whole have a very strong back, Lady.
LADIES DAY MEDALIST 'Foundation' and the lettersister, Miss Joretta Barclay of
new life, after 15 years of hell. Although I agree that company
Mrs. Roger Kephart was heads carried the names of a
Dear Seattle: I HAVE been
Clinton to be her maid of honor. Ladies Day medalist at the
Tell it again, Ann.—KKK parties that exclude mates are
well-known doctor and two na- telling the world, and I
will conHer bridesmaids are Miss Fulton Country
bummers, If that's the way his
Club on Tues- tionally known clergymen. I tinue to tell those who
are
Nancy Hilliard and Miss Cathy day, May 16,
Dear M.M.K: I will. Write company does it, be a good
with 48. Mrs. Gary was sure these people would not willing to listen. Thanks for
the to the national headquarters and sport. A wife who would give her
Simon, both of Clinton. Miss Williamson
and Mrs. Woody be connected with anything testimonial.
Karla Barclay of Clinton, sister Brooks
find out where the meetings are husband an ultimatum over such
tied for low scoring shoddy, but I was wrong.
s4
• • •
of the bride, will be junior honors
being held in your town. The a trivial matter is grossly imI was put in touch with eight
for the morning group.
address
is.
bridesmaid.
Recovery, Inc., mature.
SHE'S A DOLL-Mrs. Jean Neol Ford recently was
Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle won 'prospects' in seven weeks.
Dear Ann Landers: I apWard Webb of Clinton has
116
S. Michigan Avenue, ChiFive were unemployed and look- preciated your boost for Rethe hall for low putts.
presented with her own doll miniature by Mrs. Joseph
been chosen as best man.
cago, Illinois 60603.
ing for a woman to keep them. covery, Inc.
For 15 years I
C. Evans, Lexington, president of the Kentucky Groomsmen are David Thorpe
Two were overt homosexuals-- suffered from nerves. I went
Discover how to be date bait
NEW MAJORETTES
Federation of Women's Clubs, at the group's annual of South Fulton and Alan Barone offered to be my hair- to doctor after doctor, took
without falling hook, line and
Fulton City High School Band
:onvention. Mrs. Ford's miniature is to be the latest clay, brother of the bride.
dresser and private secretary thousands of tranquilizers, and
Dear
Ann
Landers: This is sinker. Ann Landers' booklet,
A reception will be held in director Cooper Patterson anin exchange for marriage, if then I read about Recovery,Inc, my husband's first year with a
iddition to the collection of First Lady dolls in the
'Eating Do's and Don'ts,• will
the church immediately fol- nounced the majorette squad
I'd let him keep his boyfriend. in an article by Dr. Walter Al- firm thwt will soon have their
2apitol rotunda. The collection, sponsored by the lowing the ceremony. No in- for
help you be more poised and
1972-73. They are Susan Another was a religious fanatic varez. I
learned that a group annual barbecue. Wives and sure of yourself on dates. Send
federation, depicts the wives or official hostesses of vitations are being sent, but Bolt, head majorette,
Elaine who wanted to know immediately was
holding
meetings
husbands
are not invited. It's 35e in coin along with a long,
tour
Kentucky's governors, in authentic costume, from 1792 friends and relatives are invited May, Debbie Campbell and If I
would let him burn his blocks from my home.
strictly for employees.
stamped, self-addressed ento attend the wedding and the Karen. Cash. Sherry
:o the present. (Steve Mitchell Photo)
Hagan is initials on my back with a cigaThe people there weren't inWe
both
work and have pre- velope and your request to this
reception.
the alternate,
ret. The only 'candidate' who terested in anybody's past-- cious little time together. Ire- newspaper.

Large Crowd
Attends First
Science Fair

Vice-President
Of Homemakers
Mrs.French

Jan Curtis Inspiration
For Two Bridal Parties

Miss Housman, Mr. Clayton
To Exchange Vows On June 3

P-5 Fult

CLASSIFIED ADS
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given of a
Ine•thw of sportsmen for the
selection of candidates for the
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources Commission for
Me First Wildlife District (ht
conform with KRS Section 150.
022) to be held on Wednesday
night, Juno 7, 1972, at 7:30
p. m., Central Daylight Time,
at the Court House in Benton,
Kentucky.
At this time, five candidates
will be selected by the sportsmen assembled, one of which
:
be appointed by the Governor to serve on the Fish and
Wildlife Resources Commission
kw a term of four years. Only
:'these sportsmen residing in
counties comprising the First
• Wildlife District are eligible to
vote. The counties are: Ballard, Caldwell, C•Iloway, Carnal', Christian, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon McCracken, Marshall and Trigg.
Arnold L. Mitchell
Commissioner
Department of Fish
& Wildlife Resources
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Karen's Korner

Sign For Set-aside June 1
Wranglers Riding Club Will
Fulton County farmers en- aside by June 1st. The set-aside
rolled in 1972 wheat set-aside land must be of average proand feed grain farms with a ductivity for the farm. other
barley base must certify ac- crops planted are to be rereage by June 1st. This is the ported and those crops to be
first requirement to be eligible planted are to be carefully esfor payment. A report ts due timated. Measurement services
even though It may be zero. are available upon request and
This also applies to farms en- deposit of cost.
Fulton County ASCS Office
rolled in feed grain with no
barley base but have planted hopes to begin making payments
barley for harvest. Farms en- July 1st or as soon thereafter
rolled in feed grain program as possible. Payments are comData Processing
by
(not in wheat program) and are puted
growing wheat to substitute feed Center and the process cannot
grain history must report by begin until final certification is
completed by farmer. The final
June 1st also.
Those farms enrolled in date for crops other than small
grain is July 15.
procotton
or
wheat, feed grain,
This announcement by S. E.
gram with small grain seeded
for cover crop as a conserving Holly, County Executive Diruse that is to remain standing ector, Fulton County ASC Comon set-aside after June I must mittee, Hickman, Kentucky. For
report by this date. They may further information contact the
apply in writing for small grain county office.
to be used as a go-down crop.
Farmers enrolled in wheat
only or feed grain with a barley
base only must certify to set-

"Workshop"
Will Focus
On Children

by Karen Rice

NO-TILL SOYBEANS ARE SHOWN PLANTED IN SMALL GRAIN STUBBLE by Charles
Powell on the Mrs. Clarence Cardwell farm near Fulton, Kentucky. This field planted last
year made a yield of 32 bushel of soybeans and 56 bushel of barley per acre. The soybean vatiety was Pickett which usually has a yield from 3-8 bushel less than other varieties used,
but is resistant to certain races of soybean cyst nematode. Picture was taken July 29, 1971

Heart Clinic
To Be Held
In Mayfield

Dr. Charles L., Shedd, founder and director of the Reading
Research Foundation and C in ic, Lafayette, Louisiana, and
national authority on learning
disabilities, will hold a proworkshop at the
fessional
Church of Christ Educational
corner of 11th and
west
Building,
Olive Street, Benton, Kentucky,
on Saturday. May 27.

"No-Till" Planting Can Make A
Good Soybean Crop, Says USDA
Now is the time to think about and use no-

grain stubble,
On Friday, June 9, a one- till planting of soybeans in small
day heart clinic for medically says Wayne Johnson of the USDA Soil Conservaindigent adult patients will be
tion Service at Hickman. Comments Johnson:
held in the Graves County Health
Mayfield.
Department,
"Planting no-till soybeans following small
The clinic will be conducted
over plowby a medical team headed by grain harvest gives many advantages
Dr. Thomas V. Inglesby, As- ing and planting. The small grain straw serves
Workshop-.Detecting Learn- sistant Professor of Medicine
runoff during rain, coning Disabilities in the Young and Chief, Section
of Car- three purposes: It reduces
Child': Registration, 8:30-9:00 diology, at the University of serves available moisture, retards competing
a.m.; Lecture, 9:00 a.m.-I2:00 Louisville School of Medicine,
weed and grass growth. When straw is burned,
noon; Lunch, 12:00 noon-1:00 and Dr. Robert R. Goodin, Asadvantages are lost.
these
p.m.
at
Medicine
of
Professor
sistant
1:00 p.m.-Continuation of the the University of Louisville
are several planters which plant in
"There
program followed by a question School of Medicine and Director of the Cardiovascular straw without plowing or burning in the County.
and answer period.
Laboratory at Louisville Gen- Anyone, interested in planting no-till soybeans,
For information call- Mrs. eral Hospital.
Morningside
planters may be
101
Cannon,
Nellie
Sponsored by the Kentucky who does not have one of the
Drive, Benton, Kentucky, Phone Heart Association, the State able to rent or hire one. Persons interested may
Cole,
527-7613 or Mrs. Joe S.
Department of Health, the U. of
Service in Hickman
Jr., 607 Usher Street, May- L. Medical School, and the contact the Soil Conservation
247Phone
Kentucky,
Fulton
field,
County Health Departments,the (236-2418) for a list of these planters in
1554.
clinic provides a diagnostic County."
The program is sponosred service for each patient, along
WIATilia REPORT
recommendations for
by the Western Kentucky As- with
sociation for Children Under the case. Opportunity will also
(From current readings and
Six and co-sponsored by the be provided for the physician
Mayfield Community Woman's referring the patient to consult
records of Jim Hale, South
with the clinician regarding his
Club for SPMD.
Fulton.)
J.E. Fall, Jr., First Federal
patient, and no patient will be
admitted without a written re- Savings and Loan Association,
ECTS OFFICERS
Precip.
.4.ultoa, Kentucky, has been ap- Date High Low
ferral from a physician.
04, pastor of
itnted to the 1972 Insurance
Necessary expenses of the
I
MAY 1972
y apritgcosta clinic are being underwritten by and ProtectiveCommittee of the
Church has been named the the KHA and the State Health United States Savings and Loan
60
76
1
Cities
personnel
Twin
Clinic
the
'League.
Department.
President of
56
71
2
The appointment was anMinisterial Alliance. He suc- as well as space and equipment
48
72
3
ceeds Rev. Gerald Stow, re- will be provided by the Graves nounced by John P. Farry of
00
49
76
4
tiring president. Other officers County Health Department, the Albert Lea, Minnesota, pres5
86
50
is
the
which
and
League,
Department
the
of
ident
named in the May meeting of State Health
.00
6
84
54
the nationwide trade organthe alliance were Bishop 0. K. Kentucky Heart Association.
.03
64
73
7
loan
and
patients
savings
serve
the
will
of
ization
clinic
The
Rev.
and
president
Clifton. vice
.40
57
8
72
Calloway, Car- business and represents apRobert Porter, secretary-trea- from Ballard,
02
50
9
71
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, proximately 4,800 savings assurer. They will take up their lisle,
45
00
70
Livingston, Marshall and Mc- sociations and co-operative 10
duties in September.
47
00
74
11
Cracken Counties.
j banks•
50 ..._...
84
.50
12
62
.20
82
13
79
59
14
.01
79
55
15
.00
tpidite
4"
16
88
....._
52
.00
17
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56
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19
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,.00
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nowiexnus
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J. E. Fall, Jr. Named
To 1972 Committee

PAINT
SALE

isA
TM
... O =--NM
PLUS

--

HOTGUN
WEDDI

"

11

• n., Mon.. Tues., Wed
May 28-29-30-31
FG. SUGGESTED PRICE $8.15

HAGGAR
slacks
Forever Prest Plus
keeps its crease
Fine, light-weight, but rugged Forever
Prest Plus keeps its sharp crease
through the hottest weather. In an
array of solid shades with straight leg
and hemmed bottoms. 100% Dacron
polyester that's completely washable.

ALE $
PRICE

29
Gallon

FLAT OIL HOUSE PAINT
GIVES YOU MORE 4 WAYS
1. Exceeds Fed. Spec. for
and Peeling.

B-1- G
ADULT —
— SPECIAL

rrS A

(.......-1

FAMILY
AFFAl'i

Resktance to blistering

2. Contains it's own primer even on new wood

,‘ v r •
I

I '

3. 1-coat of white covers black solid.
4. Goes on easy —Gal. covers up to 550 sq. ft.

--PLUS—
PATRICIA WYHER
i.... tonne. 4.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

e4Scrn4 S.P.Moore&Company *Graduates
1/eal
Lake
theYON

Street, Fulton, Ky.

140 Broadway

South Felice. Tam

IAIS Pf 1 F.
.rAIM NITIM11.010.0 IK,

EAGER BEAVER: My cousin gained great respect as a
mob dispersal expert; his secret was to grab a hat and start
a
taking up a collection
lotta girls are proclaiming their
beauty from the hose tops.—
Wilfred Beaver.

A Nice Dream
Once again with the coming of spring, it
seems that the young, and quite a few of the
older generation, too, suffer from a common
malady — motorcycle fever. I have yet to
discover if this disease has anything to do
with spring fever, but I've a sneaky suspicion
that the two are closely related. Whatever
the cause, the idea of buying a motorcycle
seems to have hit just about everyone I've
talked to lately.
I can't say that I blame them. A good
friend of-mine bought a new 500 Honda not
too long ago. One night a couple of weeks ago
(it wasn't too warm that night, I might add)
he took me for a short ride. I must admit that
it was fantastic! It was only the second time
I had ever ridden and I was hoping that the
ride would last forever. But, as way leads on
to way, of course I had to give up the dream
and get off before I caught pneumonia. After
that ride I decided that it really wasn't a bad
idea at all to buy a motorcycle.
I guess the idea uppermost in the minds
of most avid motorcyclists is to model themselves after Bronson (Michael Parks). And
that isn't too bad an idea for someone who
isn't afraid of roughing it. That easy, carefree, never-a-dull-minute, never-stay-toolong-in-one-place kind of life appeals to almost all age groups. For example, an elderly
gentleman remarked,"If I had my life to live
to live over I'd live like Bronson. He was
some person."
Of course Bronson isn't exactly a true
stereotype of the motorcyclist whO lives one
day at a time. While he did work just long
enough to buy a few supplies and more gasoline and moved on to another place, the
w hole show was surrounded with glamour
rather than reality. His type of life is what
everybody dreams about and that's what the
directors wanted us to see. In reality, though,
it would be a lot easier said than done.
Since the formation of Hells Angels and
other notorious motorcycle gangs, which I
am sure are portrayed much more cruelly
than they are in fact, most people (excluding fellow motorcyclists who will always
lend a helping hand) have become leery of
offering aid to a motorcyclist. I guess thepicture of themselves being beaten with a
chain, cut up with a knife and/or robbed is
just too much. Even, so I guess there isn't a
person in this world who wouldn't sell his
soul for the chance to be another Bronson.
It is nice to think about isn'tit?
Sa-Lute!
Before ending this week's column, a
must take this opportunity to recognize two
people who deserve much more recognition
than just mere mention. These two have
listened to more problems and more gripes
than any one human being deserves to have
put up with. They have patiently watched
night after night a seemingly endless string
of young people parade by and are always
willing to lend a helping hand or an open
ear. They are kind, patient and understanding. Not only are they a friend to all, but
they work like slaves to prepare that delicious K&N food daily. Yes, Ray and Edna
Wright are two of the greatest people in the
world and all of the younger generation
would like to let them know just how much
they are thought of. So,Ray and Edna, here's
to you!
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MARTIN, TENNESSEE
SALE will be held at the house located on Meadow Brook Drive, Martin, Tenn. Follow
2 miles; turn north °Mg
/
the ME Pelia blacktop west from Volunteer General Hospital 11
new gravel street and proceed one block to house. Watch for sale arrows.

OWNER RELOCATING IN ANOTHER TOWN
and mattress, dresser & chest.)
Living Room Chair, Maple
Bedroom Suite (twin beds, box
springs and mattress, large she
dresser, chest, less than 3 mo.
old.) Lamps, Tables, Clocks,
Maple Coffee Table & 2 End
Tables, Arvin Clock Radio, AM
& FM, Morse Combination
Stereo Player & AM-FM Radio
EARLY AMERICAN STYLE — (has built in bar.)
Living Room Suite, Maple
Round Lamp Table, Maple MISCELLANEOUS-2 Recliner
Book Case, Maple Bedroom Chairs, Coffee & End Tables,
Suite (twin beds, box springs Desk, Roll-Away Bed, UHF &

French Provincial Style Dining
Room Suite (Chine Cabinet,
Table A 6 Chairs, Fruihvood.)
APPLIANCES — Hotpoint Refrigerator, General Electric
Dishwasher, (1 yr. old.) Norge
, G. E. Wash18 Chest Fr
er, coppertone. Norge Dryer,
white.

VHS Antenna, 2 mo. old, rotor
& pole. Dinette Set, Glass Wall
Mirror, 36" x SO" approx. Patio
Sot, 4-pc. (swing, chaise, chair)
Picnic Table, Cherry Veneer
Round Table, Gas Barbecue
Grill, Gas Light, Cooking Utensils, Dishes, 2 Goodyear Snow
Tires, Audion Chord Organ,
Glassware, Decorative Items,
Miscellaneous Items.
CITIZENS BAND RADIO —
Utica Brand, Base Station, 1
Mobile Unit & Antenna for car.

NOTE: This is name brand furniture and is some of the finest furniture that we have bid
the opportunity to sell. If you are looking for some nearly new furniture be sure and 09tend this sale.

MR. and MRS.EVERETTE J. MILTON, Owners
Phone 587-8610, or
Meadow Brook Drive, Martin. Tenn.:
For More Information. Contact
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
First Federal Bldg., Martin, Tennessee
Mervin Alexander, 587-4568

587-3801
License Number 67
Wendell Alexander, 364-1855
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DEATHS
Tillman Adams

Telmer 0. Crocker

George Tillman Adams, 63,
South Fulton resident, died at
1-15 p.m. Monday, May 22, at
the Fulton Hospital following a
lengthy illness. He was an automobile salesman.
Born June 10, 1908 in Weakley
County, Tennessee, he was the
see of the late Rev. John A. E.
and Lula Rankin Adams. He had
been a resident of this community for 41 year moving here
from Martin.
He was a member of the First
Baptist Church where he served
as a Sunday School teacher and
as a member of the choir. He
was also a member of the Lions
Club and had participated for
many years in the Lions Club
Minstrel.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lucille F. Adams, a son
Barry Tillman Adams, Fulton,
two daughters, Mrs. Charles
Godfrey Binford, Jackson, Tennessee and Mrs. Floyd H. Huddleston, Nashville, two sisters,
Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Fulton and
Mrs. Carmack Anderson, Dresden, Tennessee, two brothers,
Leland Adams and Roy Adams,
both ofSouth Fulton,four grandchildren.
Services were held at 10 a.m.
Wednesday, May 23, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. James Best, the Rev.
W. G. Adams and the Rev.
Gerald Stow officiating. Interment was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Members of the Three C's
Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist
Church
served as
honorary pallbearers.
Active pallbearers were Hugh
Rushton, Robert Morgan, Carlton
Myers, George Brock,
James Fuller and Harvey Toalson.

Velmer 0. Crocker,10IJackson Street, father of South Fulton Mayor Dan Crocker, died
shortly before midnignt
May 21, at the Jackson-Madison
County Hospital in Jackson,
Tennessee. He was 69.
Born August 13, 1902 in
Gibson County, Tennessee, he
was the son of the late Robert
and Lela White Crocker. A retired farmer and grocer, he
operated Crocker's grocery in
East Fulton for a number of
years.
He moved to Fulton in August
1955. He was a member of the
First Baptist Church, Three C's
Sunday School Class, Rolla
Masonic Lodge No.465 of Bradford and was a former magistrate for the 22nd district in
Gibson County.
Survivors include his wife,
Annie Thetford Crocker, Fulton, two daughters, Mrs. Phyllis Willingham, Oxnard, California and Mrs. Lela Tate,
Fulton, three sons, Dr. Dan
Crocker, South Fulton, Gerald
Crocker, Nashville and Dr.E.F.
Crocker, Jackson, 12 grandchildren, &brother, W.0. Crocker, Jackson,three half sisters,
Mrs. Alta Harris, Garden City,
Michigan, Mrs. Lema Moore,
Dyersburg, and Mrs. Teola
Hardy, Milan, three halfbrothers, Steil Crocker, Chicago, 12, C.Crocker, Dyer, Tennessee
and Eads Crocker,
Dyersburg.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, May 23, at the Idlewild Baptist Church in Gibson
County, Tennessee with the Rev.
James Best and the Rev. King
Thetford officiating. Interment
was In Idlewild Cemetery.
Members of the Three C's
Sunday School Class served as
honorary pallbearers.
Active pallbearers were Hugh
Rushton, Gilbert DeMyer, HarMrs. Al. T. Owens, the for- vey Toalson, Roscoe Hutchins,
mer Gladys Homra. died at her Dewey Crocker and Hassell
home, 1033 Chickasaw Trail, Williams.
Frankfort, Kentucky, at 6 a.m.
Saturday, May 20. She had been
a resident of Frankfort for 12
Mrs. Gertie Sadler Hutchins,
years.
Born January 10, 1914 in Ful- 76, widow of Sam Hutchens and
ton, she was the daughter of K. resident of Fulton, died at 3:30
Homra and the late Weida a.m. Tuesday, May 23, at the
Homra. She was a graduate of Fulton Hospital following an
Fulton High School and received extended illness.
Born May 7, 1896 in Weakley
her degree from Murray State
University. She had been a tea- County, Tennessee, she was the
daughter
of the late Sam and
School
Capitol
in
cher at
Day
Frankfort for the past 10 years. Minnie Butts Sadler. She was
Survivors include her father, a member of the Central Church
K. Homra; her husband, Al T. of Christ.
Survivors include two dauOwens; two daughters, Mrs.
udy Pritchett, Bowling Green ghters, Mrs. W. D. Powers,
.. Carolyn Sue Owens, Frank- Fulton and Mrs. Robert Black,
three grandchildren; a Chicago, a sister, Mrs. Elmer
• her, David Homra, Fulton; Sadler, Martin, five grand.• sisters, Amaline Homra, children, Harry Lacewell, Mrs.
s. Ray Hunter and Mrs.Gene Nancy Leath and Mrs. Beverly
iodate, all of Fulton and Mrs. Miller, all of South Fulton,
Jerry Lacewell, Wingo and Kenph Hollinger, Louisville.
Services were held at 2.30 eth Lacewell, Union City; seven
in. Monday, May 22, at Horn- great grandchildren.
Two daughters, Mrs. Helen
al( Funeral Chapel with the
.v. Charles Tilford, minister Lacewell and Mrs. Frances
•f the First Christian Church Lacewell preceded her in death.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
and the Rev. William G.Adams,
minister of the First United Thursday, May 25, at the HornFuneral Chapel with Brobeak
Methodist Church, officiating.
Interment was in Greenlee ther Charles Houser officiating.
Interment
was in Hatier's
Cemetery.
Pallbearers
were: K 1 m Campground.
Homra, Chris Hunter, Fred
Homra, Billy Homra, J. Brad
Chandler and George Homra.
Mrs. Edith Horn Yates, widow
Honorary
pallbearers included Robert Holland, Charles of John Yates who died May 11,
at 9 p.m. Thursday, May
died
Bowers, Scott DeMyer, Wilburn
Holloway, Charles Andrews, 18, at the Fulton Hospital. She
Sr., Paul Kasnow and Charles was 76.
Born July 12, 1895 in Graves
Robert Bennett,
County, Kentucky, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas and
Janie Dublin Horn. She was a
member of the Pilot Oak Church
of Christ.
Joseph D. Todd, former FulSurvivors include a daughter,
ton resident and retired truck Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Pilot Oak,
driver, died
at
10
p.m. a grandson, Jimmy Lowry, BirThursday, May 18, at the Turtle mingham, Alabama, three great
Creek Nursing Home in Evans- grandchildren, a sister, Mrs.
ville, Indiana. He had been in Cora Blackburn of Niles, MichEvansville since October 1971, igan.
A native of Henry County,
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Tennessee he was the son of Sunday, May 21, at the Oak Grove
the late Mr. and Mrs. Dick Church of Christ with Brother
Todd, He was a member of William Hardison and Brother
the Blooming Grove Primitive Richard Adams officiating. InBaptist Church.
terment was in the church cemSurvivors include three dau- etery.
ghters, Mrs. Irene Campbell,
Fulton,
Mrs. Ruby Stoker,
Walls, Mississippi, and Mrs.
Lorene Frankum, Evansville; a
Donald Bryant Joyner, eightson, Everett Todd, Algonac, day-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Michigan; a sister, Mrs. Will Terry Joyner, Route 3, Fulton
Hill, Palmersville, Tennessee. died Friday, May 19, at the
His wife, Mrs. Delia Stewart °Mon County General Hospital
Todd, and a daughter, Mrs. in Union City. He was born May
Hattie Reed, preceded him in 11, in Fulton.
death.
Survivors include his parServices were held at 3 p.m. ents; a sister, Teresa KayJoySaturday, May 20, at the Horn- ner; maternal grandmother,
beak Funeral Chapel with the Mrs. Lucy Day, Bennett, FlorRev. Gerald Stow officiating. ence, Alabama; paternal grandInterment was in Mon county parents, Mr. and Mrs. DonJoyMemorial Gardens.
ner, Route 3, Fulton.
Pallbearers
R a y
were
Graveside services were held
Campbell, Johnny Campbell, at 9 p.m. Friday, May 19, at
James Stoker, Jimmy Dedmon, the °Won County Memorial
Terry McCord and Jimmy Hud- Gardens with the Rev. W. W.
dle.
Kitterman officiating.
--

James Arlie Paris

Mrs.Zola Young

James Arlie Paris, 501 Arch
Street, died at 6 p.m. Saturday,
May 20, at the Mao County
General Hospital in Union City
following a long illness. Hewes
76.
A retired Illinois Central
section foreman, he was born
May 26, 1895 in Gibson County,
Tennessee, the son of the late
Tom and Lou Crocker Faris.
He served with the U.S. Army
during World War I and was
employed by the Illinois Central
for over 50 years prior to his
retirement six years ago. He
was a member of Roberts Lodge
No. 172 F&AM and Marshall
Alexander Post No. 72, American Legion.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Rena Griggs Paris, Fulton, a nephew, Leaman Paris,
Milan, Tennessee.
Services were held at 4 p.m.
Monday, May 22, at the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with the
Rev. James Best officiating.Interment was in Chico County
Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers
were
Dewey
Crocker, Frank Midyett, Walker Midyett, Alvin Wheeler, Roy
Kirby and Raymond Lynch.

Mrs. Zola Young, 69, wife
of A. C. Young of Dukedom,
died at the Akron General Medical Center at 6 p.m.Thursday,
May 18, after an extended illness.
Besides her husband, she
leaves a daughter, Mrs. Hazel
Thompson, Akron; two sons,
Melvin Young and Robert Young,
both of Akron, 12 grandchildren
and four great grandchildren,
three step-sons, Joe Young,
Akron, Jerry Young, USAF in
England, and Jimmy Young,
Fulton, 10 step-grandchildren;
a sister, Mrs. Willie Bubner,
Akron.

• McConnell News

Services were held at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, May 23, at the Jackson Funeral Chapel in Dukedom with interment in Good
Springs Cemetery.
WHERE ARE YOU? Vern
Sncider, writing in Ford Times.
says your watch can tell you
where you are if the sun is i n
the sky. Point the small hand
at the sun. Half the distance
between the small hand and
the number 12 is south!

Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
The McConnell Church of
Christ is eagerly looking forward to all new furnishings to
be received within the next few
days. New furnishings were ordered several months ago and
delivery is to be made within the
next few days.
Mr. Ancil Jordan was recently hospitalized in the Fulton Hospital. We wish for him
a speedy recovery.
Miss Polly Long has been ill
at her home for sometime. Polly
has
been an employee of
Dimeco, Fulton, for many years
we
are sure her many
and
friends have wondered why her
smiling face has been missing
at her usual post of employment.
Lucille Caldwell
M r s.
Drumm and daughter, Debbie,
of Nashville spend last weekend
with her mother, Mrs. L. T.
Caldwell and family. Debbie and
Caldwell
her cousin, Brad
Boggess, were involved in an
accident Sunday
automobile
morning on the Martin-Dresden
were hosHighway. Both
pitalized for several days and
are recuperating from painful

injuries at their respective
homes. We wish for these two • ROUTE THREE
fine young people a speedy and
Mrs. aline Wilfients
complete recovery
Miss Teresa Ferguson has
It ir, another beautiful Monreturned to her place ofemployday in old Kentucky. The birds
ment, Obion County General
are singing and it feels like
Hospital,
Union City, after summer is getting here at last.
having been hospitalized for
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Emily
several days and recuperating
visited with Mr.and Mrs. Elmer
from her illness at Oar home
Cannon
a
while Thursday
for several days.
evening
Mrs. Ava ',twister, Martin,
There was Homecoming Day
Mr. and Mrs. Max Wilson and at
Pilot
Oak Sunday
at
daughter, Ava,from Iowa visited Betheleham Church.
TheChrisMrs. L. T. Caldwell and Mrs. tian quartet from
Paducah KenVeneda Moss over the weekend. tucky was
there and L. J. WilMrs. Caldwell and Mrs. Moss liams was the
spokesman for the
are aunts of Max. He Is the son afternoon.
We saw many old
Mr. Herschel Wilson, Mus- friends we
hadn't seen in some
kegon, Michigan, but lived in time and it's
always good to see
this vicinity for many years. old friends.
It seems so many
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell at- have gone
the past few years-tended the Kentucky Federation they were
greatly missed.
of Business & Professional WoMr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
men's Clubs State Convention are in
Memphis for a few days.
at Louisville on Friday SatAs news is scarce and a lot
urday and Sunday. She was in- of work to do
send another
stalled as District Director of poem,
District I Sunday morning. She
SATURDAY NIGHT
came home with many awards
received by clubs in her Dis- Saturday night at the end of the
trict.
day
We extend our very best Everyone seems to be going one
wishes to all the graduates in
way.
our midst.
Going from town and down on the

farm
There is laughing and a loof
fuss
Heels popping in the sawthist.
You bear the old fiddle begin
to play
A man stands up and you hear
h.tri say,
16 hands up circle left
Everyone dance to suit yourself.
Swing that pretty girl arqured
and around
Catch your partner as 'she
comes down.
First young man on heel .ano
toe
If he is not dancing I dart
know.
Lady around the lady, gent6 so
IOW
Around the gents and gents don't

go.
Catch your partner and on you
go
As you hear the music of the
old banjo.
Keep going til the circle is made
partner
your
and
Grab
promonade.
pretty
girl
acrossthe
Swing the
hall
Then back home and balance all.
Grab your partner and hold her
tight.
The dance is over for tonight.

"Religion in American History '
'

Mrs. Al T.Owens

Mrs. Geniis Hutchens

WASHINGTON TAKING OATH
"First in war, first in peace, first in the hearts of his countrymen",
When the first president of these United States took the oath of
office, he reverently placed his right hand on the Bible, and pledged
himself to a life of goodness unto his fellow men. Religion is inseparable from anything that is great. For religion is the hub of
the universe, and the heart of all progress, and many is the man
who achieved greatness in His eyes through faith.

Mrs. Edith Yates

"Attend the Church of Your Choice"

Joseph D.Todd

HURCH
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Donald B. Joyner
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James Butts Receives
Bell & Howell Award
James 0. Butts, president of
Office Outfitters, Inc., Walnut
and Plain Streets, Fulton, received the Ditto Dealer President's Award from the Bell &
Howell Company at a presentation dinner here Thursday night,
May 18, at the Holiday Inn.
An engraved plaque was presented by Dean W. Berry, Director of National Dealer Sales,
in recognition of outstanding
performance In serving business, government and educational institutions of the area.
Also representing Bell & Howell was Robert Bowen, National
Dealer Sales Manager, and William Gish, Area Dealer Sales
Manager.
For many years one of Ditto's top dealers, Office Outfitters earned the President's

Third Annual
LBL TrailRide
This Weekend

Award for overall sales performance in 1969. Butts, whO
became president of the office
equipment firm in 1970, is stmember of the Bell & Howell
Advisory Council, a dealer
committee formed last year to
evaluate and recommend training, promotional and merchandising programs for the nationwide dealer organization.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Caldwell were special guests at the
awards dinner. Mr.Caldwell is
a former partner of the firm.
Others attending were: Mrs.
Emma Butts, Mrs. James 0.
Butts, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Van Latta,
Mrs. A.R. Stephens, Gale Mendenhall, and Cindy Robertson.

The Wranglers Riding Club
will sponsor the third annual
Land Between the Lakes Trail
Ride. The event will be held
during Memorial Day weekend,
May 26th through May 29th.
Riders will begin to assemble
On Friday afternoon in the Pond
Hollow Blvouc Area of the Land
Between the Lakes.
This year the ride will cover
approximately 30 miles each
day, riding and camping in a
different area each day. Participants will furnish their food
and drinks except for the
lunches on the trail which will
be made available for a small
cost.

21 BEAUTIES
GAS TAX
(Continued from page I)
ated Industries of Kentucky.
The situation is inherently
unfair, he said, because the
Wants and their employes don't
pay the occupational and other
taxes levied by about 40 cities
and towns—while often benefiting from municipal services.
Although the gas tax sharing
is a hallmark action, Lovern
said, 'I would like to see the
state continue the trend towards
providing other sources of revenue for municipalities.'
Almost as important as the
Road Fund Act, he said, is the
one which perpoits the state to
help municipalities build or improve sanitary sewer facilities,
in turn attracting a high ratio
of federal aid for the cities.
Lovern also cited an act which
.requires the Highway DepartMent to pay the costs of removing public utilities from
-federal roads improved or constructed in a city.
The
action is especially
timely for the city of Ashland,
be said, in connection with the
rebuilding of U.S. 23 and completion of Interstate 64.
Lovern said It also will have
a- favorable impact on many
-Northern
Kentucky communities as the circle is built in
that area and southern Indiana
and Ohio.

(Continued from page 1)
sadOr of goodwill for the Festival, making radio, television
and personal appearances in the
surrounding area.
In addition to the Hostess
Princess, a first and second
alternate will be selected for
similar missions for the Festival.

NEW SECOND LIEUTENANT — Charles Dorsey Stunson, I graduating senior at Western
Kentucky University, received his r0111111fssilild as a secend lieutenant in the U. S. Army during
Stunson (right), and his mothceremonies conducted Saturday, May 13, His wife, Mrs. T
er, Mrs. Bernice Stunson, were present :o pin on the rank insignia at the reception which followed the commissioning ceremony.

Charles Stunson Presented
With Gold Bars At Western

Out-of-town judges will select the winners. While young
ladies 13 through 18 may enter
Charles Dorsey Stunson, a
the contest, the Hostess Prin- graduate student in Industrial
cess must be 16 years of age'. Technology, from South
Fulton,
Tennessee has been commisJudges will make their decsioned as a second lieutenant
isions on the basis of appearin the U.S. Army at commisances in sport and formal wear,
sioning exercises at Western
and for poise, beauty and
queenly characteristics.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Special events and entertainment will be held throughout
the weekend. Friday night will
be get acquainted night, with
rules and instructions for the
trail ride being announced.
Riders will leave the Pond Hollow area at 8 o'clock Saturday
morning for the days ride and
will be at Golden Pond at noon
for lunch. The Saturday night
camp site will be at Lick Creek
where a country music show will
be presented.

ROSE STEWART
At the pageant on June 2 the
lovely Jackie Holly,the reigning
prencess will crown her sucA special feature of the feels that the citizens of toprogram will be a special ar_ morrow will progress with full
rangement of the National An- Potential.
Rose
believes that the
them.
greatest weapon which man has
Entry blanks may be secured for
is prayer
e od
eeacG
otbthaatobtainingaups
at the Chamber of Commerce rd
is our
Office or by contacting any
Supreme Judge, by bringing Him
member of the Legion or Atuc- back he will return thanks by
iliary.
giving us peace.
Rose continued, " the youth
Serving as co-chairmen with
Miss Underwood are Mrs. T. of today are right when they
say
'what the world needs now
E. Wilson and Mrs. H.C.Sams.
The event is sponsored by the is love.' If everyone would love
American Legion and the Amer- each other and keep in mind that
this world is a stepping stone
ican Legion Auxiliary.
into heaven, and live good
Christian lives, we would no
doubt be alleviated of much of
our crime and misery.'
"Sportsmanshitt and honesty
need to be restored to our world.
It takes a bigger person to
accept defeat courageously than
to accept triumph. We should
all be longer on praise and
shorter on criticism for we cannot all be winners.'
Rose feels that Hickman is
the finest and most beautiful
place in the world and that it
has great potential for becoming
a perfect location for a community
part
of historical
scenery. In order to achieve
this, however, 'the entire comConsider the maker. 1,‘,0,mWAtkrip.
munity must work together.'
Hiram Walker stands
In working with the younger
members of the Hickman
for a 113-year whiskeysociety, Rose concluded that the
making tradition.
need for recreational areas is
Get it straight. This
great. "There could be parks
with picnic facilities, camp
true bourbon is a
sites, gym sets, tennis courts,
straight bourbon.
a bicycle riding range, sidewalk roller skating, as well as
Check the age.
a roller rink and possibly bowTen High is aged for
ling alley, and miniature golf
at least four years. Sip_
course with sports equipment of
all kinds. Working together we
and learn. Slow and
86-PROOF
can get these things for the
easy. Here's the
whole community to enjoy,from
moment of recogFulton to Madrid Bend.'
Rose added that J. Homer
nition for any bourbon
Miller, economic planner with
... the moment
the Purchase area Development
of appreciation for
District of Mayfield is interested in working with our
Ten High.
community to make these plans
possible. He has met with Rose
and the youth of Fulton County
and enthusiastically expressed
support to, these aspirations.
Rose Stewart, leading an involved and dedicated life, is
combining her love for all of
mankind with a never ending
faith in God, enabling her to
RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP
have the courage and desire to
strive forward in working toBobby Glynn Wiley, son of
86 proof • Hiram Walker & Sons. Inc.. Peoria, Ill.
ward a better life for all.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Wiley,
South Fulton will receive at
$400 Scholarship grant from the
Dr. Courtney W. Shropshire
Memorial Scholarship Fund,
Civitan International Foundation. Sponsored by the FultonSouth Fulton Civitan Club, he
was one of 11 seniors and four
graduate students in 15 state
universities and colleges to receive the grants.

HOW TO
RECOGNIZE
ATRUE
BOURBON:

iio

New Book On Stamps Now
On Sale At Post Office
"Stamps & Stories, The Ex- portrayed. There are 114 stories
citing Saga of U. S. History to augmnet the stamp. About
Stamps," has been 2,000 stamps are reproduced.
in
Told
As in no other U.S. Postal
published by the United States
publication, the book
Postal Service and went on Service
points up the American heritage
sale here May 19th.
Postmaster Joe Tress said and should enhance the fascinthis is the first U. S. Postal ation of stamp collecting.
One chapter is titled 'How
Service book to fully illustrate
U. S. stamps in color and to To Be a Happy Stamp Colleclist the values on each issue tor.' There is a glossary of
from 1847 through mid-1972. philatelic terms, for those who
The book was prepared by the are not quite sure what "teteeditors of Scott Publishing Co., bech• or "laid paper" means.
Stamps issued by the Confedthe nation's oldest printer of
erate States of America are
stamp catalogs.
'While pertinent philatelic reproduced as are those of the
Information such as Scott i- United Nations and a sampling
dentification numbers is in- of stamps from many countries.
The book has 224 pages and
cluded, the book er(tends far
beyond the range of a catalog. is convenient pocket size 4 1/2
"Stamps and Stories' contains by 7 1/2 inches. It's available
covering in a paperback edition for $2.00.
illustrated stories
A cloth-bound book in the
many highlights in history that
on same size also is available in
portrayed
been
have
stamps," Postmaster Treas a limited number of post offices
which have philatelic operations
said.
The history as told by the and from the Philatelic Sales
stamp itself has been expanded Unit, Washington, D. C. 20036.
by the book text to provide in- The price is $5.95 plus 50 cents
sights into the person or event handling charge per order ,

The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals on
Wednesday, May 24:

Sunday afternoon a Horse
Show will be held with classes
and games for everyone to enter
and for spectators to enjoy. The
HILL VIEW
Sunday night campsite will be
Hollow
Rebecca Stroud, Elaine Bar- at the entrance to Redd
trail
clay, Gene McKnight, Joyce on Hwy. 453S. Monday the
Buffalo
Parker, Clinton; Brenda Cole, ride will end near the
Brockwell, Pens.
Louise
Oakton,
Martin, Effie Morgan,Hickman,
The public is invited to parBetty Flatt, Mayfield;Joe Stone, ticipate in this trail ride. ParDonald
Valley,
Water
Jr.,
ticipants may join the entire
Macklin, Peggy Phillips, A. E. event or join in the ride at
Campbell, W. R. Bivens, Clara the different camping sites on
Robey, Fulton.
Saturday and Sunday night. For
further
information contact
F ULTON
Gary Wicker, Route 1, Almo,
Helen Azbell, Oaicton; Lessie Kentucky 42020 or call 502Baker, Ruel Fulcher, Union 753-4549.
City; Burnie Barnes, Lillian
Yates, Water Valley; Clara
Casey, Mayfield; Carsie Chaney, Lucille DeMyer, Hazel
Porter, Hickman; Maude Hutchinson, Clinton; Shelby McCarver, Ivie Vaughn, Wingo;
Rita Sargent, Dukedom; Ruby
Lemmon, Algie McManus, Ruth
Puckett, Jerald Rhodes, South
Fulton; Minnie Allen, Lester
Brown, Mary L. Brown, Jim
GRADUATES
Burke, Tom Cursey, Lee Earl,
(Continued from page I)
Margie Holder, Robert Hyland,
of the year" was presented to Ellis Ruddle, Jessie Simpson,
Doug Goodman on the basis of Shirley Smith, Thadd Snow,
leadership, scholarship, char- Alice Hopper, Judy Powell.
acter, sportsmanship and playing ability.
This year the Beta Club gave
a $100 scholarship to a chosen
individual with an average of
90 or above and who had
written an application letter.
This year's recipient was Jean
Turner.
Several of the graduating
seniors received scholarships
from various colleges and universities. They are listed as
follows: Keith Menees, $300.00
President's
Scholarship at
Murray State University; Jean
Turner, $315 Nursing Scholarship at U.T.M. from Hiliview
Hospital; Marian K. Graves,
$150 Board of Regent Scholarship at Murray; Max Wilson,
$200 Agriculture Scholarship at
Murray; Doug Goodman, $280
Dormitory Scholarship at Murray; Shirley Everett, $200.00
Special Education Scholarship
at Murray; Ray Woodruff, $200
University Foundation Scholarship at Murray; Marian Kaye
Graves, $500 Renewable Grant
from the Woodcock Foundation
of the Episcopal Church of the
Diocease of Kentucky; Jeff
Green, $150 Board of Regents
Scholarship from Murray State
University; Susan Jackson,$150
Board of Regents Scholarship
from Murray State University;
Doug Goodman, $400 Renewable from the E. B. Howton
Endowment Fund; Janet Adams,
$500 Mason Scholarship.
Kentucky University.
He is among 13 ROTC senior cadets who were presented
gold bars May 13 by Col. William E. Schiller, head of Western's Department of Military
Science.
Lt. Stunson is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Stunson of 704
Key South, South Fulton, Tennessee.
This summer he will report
for active duty in the Adjent
General Branch of the U.S.
Army Reserve.
Featured speaker was Maj.
Gen. J.H. Cushman, commanding
general of the 101st
Airborne Division (Airmobile)
at Ft. Campbell. GeneralCushman told the cadet seniors and
families "The profession of
arms is a rather unique profession—it requires a very high
standard of discipline, sacrifice, and like very few professions, it carries the grave responsibility of life.'
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STOP AND SHOP

Comparing base models: Ford Maverick is sticker
priced $211 less than Chevy Nova. See the Ford Team!
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"We went to Jackson, Mississippi in our Maverick,"
says Mrs. Reid. "And filled it up before we left Memphis,
and didn't fill up again till we were on our way back from
Jackson." Maverick saves in other ways, too ...
low price tag, simple maintenance!
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Church Alliance Elects Officers
FULTON, Ky. - The Riv.
Wayne Owen, pastor of Water
Valley Pentecostal Church, has
been named the president of the
Twin-CiUes Ministerial Alliance.
The Rev. Owen succeeds the
Rev. Gerald Stow, retiring
president.
Other officers named were
Bishop 0. K. Clifton, vice president and the Rev. Robert Porter,
secretary-treasurer.
The Twin-Cities Alliance meets
each month and has the responsibility of providing speakers for the morning devotions on
WFUL. weekly speakers for
,Hawes and Parkway Manor
nursing homes and administer-

UTM Chancellor
Speaks At S. Fulton
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.-Dr.
Larry McGehee, UTM chancellor, was the speaker at the
1972 graduation exercises at
South Fulton High School auditorium Thursday night. Harold
Henderson introduced the sepalter.
Sixty-nine seniors were presented diplomas by Principal
Virgil Yates, who announced
the various awards.
Mrs. J. U. McKendree, pianist,
provided music.

Of interest to Homemakers
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FULTON, KENTUCKY

MSU Station Will
Carry Opera Again

Parents, Sheriff

A reception honoring Dr. 0.
James Sowell, native of Fulton
County, Ky., was held recently
marking his 50 years of service in
the ministry.
The reception was held at the
University Place Christian
Church in Oklahoma City. He was
pastor there for a number of
years. He also served churches in
Fulton, Garber, Okla., and Los
Angeles.
Dr. Sowell served as director of
development and later as
assistant to the chancellor of
Texas Christian University. He
now is a consultant in church
finance for his denomination.
Dr. Sowell is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sowell. He
was reared in the Sylvan Shade
community and attended the Mt.
Herman Christian Church.
Several relatives, including Miss
Alice Sowell and W. B. Sowell of
the Middle Road area and T. C.
Sowell of Route 4, Union City, still
live in this area.

Seek Two Girls
Two South Fulton High Schee
girls have disappeared from their
homes and are being sought by
iheir parents and the Obior
County Sheriff's Department.
Chief Deputy Sheriff Philip
Tate identified the girls as Kim
Coultas. 13. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Vanhoy of the Fulton
highway, and Yolanda 'Lonnie.
Bishop. 15. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Don Bishop ol South Fulton,
Deputy Tate said the girls
believed to be together, failed to
appear at school Wednesday
morning and have not been seen
since.

ARTHUR GODFREY explains how Women's Lib began:
"After all these years, they just
got tired of dancing backMURRAY, Ky. - WILMS-FM, wards'. . . .
the voice of Murray State Uni.
versiry, will again carry the
complete broadcast schedule of
"
NIGHT a..o Day Ph*
the Metropolitan Opera Cornk . . ' Y 472-1732
many for the 1972-73 season.
,‘..'
... .,,,, Na. Phone
Dr. Ray Mofield, station gen'gad‘-‘" 472-1056
eral manager and chairman of
the Murray State department of
Wrecker Service
communications, said a contract'
was executed this week for the
series to begin Dec. 9 this year
and continue through April 21,
STANDARD SERVICE
Oh 1 Ky. Ave. Fulton, Ky. ,
1973. He added that the operas
to be broadcast have not yet
Tuna-up, Brak• a Muffles
been announced.
Service
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9 - Pieces of Fried Chicken ___ 1.99
$1.40
Hamburger Steak Plate
25c
Ray's Hamburgers
8 - Inch Pizza Made To Order __ $1.30 _
Try Us-You May Like Us!
-A Family Restaurant-
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Saturday. May 27th.

Th.
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& Sunday May 28th.
1:30 P. M.
Place Clinton Antique
Mall, North Jefferson
Street. Clinton. Ky.
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Reception Honors
Dr. James Sowell
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lag the transient fund to help unfortunate travelers.
The newly-elected officers will
take up their duties in September.

Walnut marble top sideboard,
2 roll top desks-walnut-charryextra good, walnut round tilt
top table, walnut wash stand,
walnut wardrobe, walnut corner
chairs, 12 side tables, 25
straight chairs-walnut-cherryrowtwood, walnut jelly cabinetcredenza, etagere, oak corner
china cabinet, oak china half
round cabinet, dolls, picture
frames - lamps - light fixture,
pewter, brass, bronze, figurenes, music box, china clock

Super 13-ot
Reg. $1.09

Sic
100's

Bulletin
Rs&/1.75

$1.29
Ja J

Baby Powder

an
Reg. $1.29

Cut glass, crystal, stem war*,
silver service. Chinese egg shell
tea set, 3 sets china, 40 vases,
Royal Bayreuth, Limoges, Custard, cranberry glass, Royal
Daulton, wave crest, Cloisonne,
Staffardshire, Wedgwood, Bris-

21-oz.

Lysol Spray
Rig. 51.9$

tol, rose tapestry.

$1.39
J

vases to match.

This is only an example of
the glassware to be sold.
Come to Clinton on May 27 to
this Antique Auction located on
Jefferson Street - North of

J

Baby Oil
10-et
Reg. $3.49

the courthouse square.

93c
fa• 3ridlia••

E. H.PADGETT,

EVANS DRUG CO.

Auctioneer

Lake $t.

Fulton

Licensed and Bonded

Fly
Damage
to
Cattle
It's Easy! Keep STOCKADE
FLY CONTROL BLOCKS
available for your cattle
through-out the fly season.
As cattle eat, the phenothiazine included in
Stockade Blocks passes harmlessly through the
remains active in the
digestive system
fresh droppings where flies lay their eggs
larvae
the
when
the eggs hatch.
and kills
There's no easier way to keep flies from pesterFeed Stockade Fly Control
ing your cattle.
Blocks. THEY'RE GREAT!

Browder Willing Co.; Inc.
Dial 472-1300
Fulton. Ky.

NO FISH TALE-- This is the big one that didn't
get away from Ed Shelton of Wingo, Hy , while
fishing recently just below Kentucky Dam The

mammoth catfish was 44 inches long and
weighed 69 pounds. Mr. Shelton snagged the big
fish.

Purchase Historical Society
To Honor MSU Anniversary

Better
than
Barefoot.
Ac

Products
Sales Rise In
Fulton County
Farill

aipli

•001P%

FULTON, Ky. - According
to census data recently Issued
by James Koepper, agricultural
statistician for the U.S. DepartScholl Exercise
ment of Agriculture, Fulton
Sandals. They shape
County farmers sold more than
up your legs, while
$10 million in farm products
they comfort your feet. during 1972.
This was up from about $7
The exclusive
million in 1960 and was the hightoe-grip action firms
est annual Fulton County farm
ad tones your legs,
income ever produced.
Of the 1971 farm Income, 41
to help make them
per cent, or a little more than
shapelier, prettier.
$t million, came from the sale
The smooth, sculpted
of 46,000 acres of soybeans. The
beechwood and soft,
second high farm income was
from hogs as 36,000 bead were
padded leather strap
sold for $1,440,000. This was the
comfort every step
second highest county swine inyou take.Red or bone come in the eight Purchase
strap, with flat or
counties.
Beef cattle income totaled 31,raised heel. Blue
064,000 and dairy income about
strap, with raised
$400,000. Corn and grain sorghum
heel.
$12.95 production was valued at $1,344,000 with about half of this being
fed to livestock, Cotton income
from 4,100 acres totaled $eatmo.
Other farm income was from
exercise sandals
wheat, alfalfa, and seed. The
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture estimates that
about 30 per cent of this farm
Income is above cost, The average gross income from 630
farms fn the county was $15,873.

Plan Classes

SEXY PRICES-YES! LOON
GOOD FROM ANY ANGLE .i„',,.
Waltham

17- Jewel

Helhros 17-Jewel

$28.95

Automatic. Your Choice, Both List for Over $100 Each

GE Deluxe Automatic
CAN OPENER.ICE CRUSHER

YOLANDA BISHOP
When she left home, Kim was
reported wearing blue and white
striped shorts and a white blouse
with green sleeves, with "Jolly
Green Giant" written on it. She is
5-5, weighs 125 pounds, and has
long brown hair arid blue eyes.
Yolanda was reported wearing
white shorts and a yellow blouse.
She has long brown hair arid
brown eyes.

50 - Foot Cord
WITH TROUBLE LIGHT
8-,Track Stereo
PORTABLE Cartridge Loading
TAPE PLAYER

$18.95
$1.89
$99.95

AM - FM Radio AC - DC Power - Lists 5189.95. Remember
Day and your graduate (Fri. - Sat. Only)

Father's

.
DIXIE PRODUCTS
Union City, Train.

On Metal Work

3108. 2x14 St.

Plans for instruction in a sheet
metal class have been announced
by the Newbern Area Vocational
Technical School Supervisor
Russ DeVore.
All phases of sheet metal work
arid duct fabrication will be
taught. Persons interested in this
class should contact the school.
Mr. DeVore also noted that a
number of persons had recently
been placed in positions, creating
available vacancies in most class
areas.

DISCOUNT

Plastic Freezer
CONTAINERS

PRICES

2 Pt. 10 for $1.00
/
11
Ot.

8 for

"\

$1.00

NEW
We Make Keys That Fit

Swedish Tanning Secret

TRAFFIC POME: His scat
belt was unbuckled when the
crash occurred; he went sailing
through the windshield, now
both mind and face are blurred.
-Wilfred Beaver.

Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake St. - trulterw Kv.

SUNTAN PRODUCTS

20% OFT
NOWI Fresh as Nature Health Food Beauty
(By- Revlon)
Masque

"NOON

"2 For 1" Special 's

Bay Family
Shoe
Store
FULTON, ICY

"
DROPS

$3.50 Each

CHUCKWAGON

REVLON'S

3 Days Only - Thur.-Fri.-Sat, May 25-27

Super Eyeshade Pots

FIRST QUALITY
__
Name- Brand Clothes
,

Double Knit Pants
SOLIDS, STRIPES,PATTERNS

BHT SHIRTS
STRIPES, SOLIDS, FANCIES

s

$9.95
$4.95

TIES...All Colors
$4.00 Values-BUY NOW!
S SOCKS
'
MEN
$2.00 Values-2 PR.FOR

$1.50

,
'
,
'
;

REGULAR PRICE ___ 39c
3 - DAY SPECIAL PRICE

2For

_
,
i
.1
-

4

Once-A -Year

.;

SPECIAL

t ..

, ..,__

•

On Guerlalds

)
1 ali,

Spray Cologne

,#

shall... Chamade

),...;....tir

$3.75

1 •

clindregrelreireliflerclnireirellyelP4drellIAIIAISSFAIIIP

SKIM 2 Pr. $1.00

MIS
$1.00 VALUES

'113117tER'S CORNER'
Oftic•
lidos City. TEM

Tasty Chuck Wagon
Sandwich on a large
bun with lettuce and
tomato.

_.

MOOT P

Washington Avei., Across from 110.

Your STOCKADE Headquarters

and historical materials on Murray State for display at the dinner meeting.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the Communications Department at Murray State, will be
installed at this meeting as the
new president. Miss Margaret
Heath, Benton, has been reelected secretary-treasurer.
Dr. Hunter Hancock, chairman of the Department of Biological Sciences, will announce
plans for the annual fall bus
tour sponsored by the Society.
Jackson Purchase Historical
Society has a membership of
.ovtr 100 persons from the eight
Purchase area counties; Calloway, Marshal 1, McCracken,
Graves, Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton and Hickman.

- The Robert B. Ligon, Mayfield,
MURRAY, Ky., .
Jackson Purchase Historical So- president of the Historical Society will offer "A Salute to ciety, said Dr. Robert L. Burke,
Murray State University on Its associate professor of History at
Fiftieth Anniversary" at the Murray State, will be the princigroup's summer meeting in the pal speaker for the meeting.
Murray State Student Union The subject of his address will
be "The Impact of Murray State
Building June 17 at 6:30 p.m.
University on the Jackson Pur.
chase."
Murray State University is observing its fiftieth anniversary
this year with a year-long serier
of special events. M. C. Garrett, director of Public Relations at Murray State has prepared an exhibit of photographs

KIM COULTAS

OMNI VidaYf

Burger Bar
West State Line

Fulton

SOUTHSIDE
DRUGS INCORPORATED
PHONE

479.2262

SO. FULTON

TENN

HOURS: Monday thru Thursday- 8:-6:
Friday-Saturday: 8:-8: Sunday: 9-11

Free Parking

Drive-In Window

Thursday, May 25, 1972

Fulton, Ky.

THIS WEEK'S
$100 WINNER

Page 2

re

MRS. KLYCE PARKER
DUKEDOM, TENN.

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

DRAWING HELD

.. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

EVERY SATURDAY AFTERNOON AT 3:00 P. Pt
COME IN NOW lk REGISTER FOR WEEK NUMBER 2

DOUBLE STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY

DRINKS

with coupon

1

69c

SWIFT'S

BEEF STEW 24-oz. Can _ _ _ _ 69c
SUNSHINE

PARTY PAK SWEET

al.

PICKLES

Bleach

11-ct. PKG

LIBERTY

HOT DOG BUNS

69r

32-oz.

CHIFFON

3For

FRANKS

OLD FASHION

SLAB

BOLOGNA By the piece Lb. 39c

BACON

JOWLS

ZOO

DRESSING

quart
1

10 Lb. Bag _ _ 69c

ME CHARCOAL

LIBERTY — TWIN PACK

sALT

Lb. 99c 1M

UTTONib.49c1b.39

Shank
Portion

Butt
Portion

...CRACKERS

SHORTENING

9k

3 Lb. Can

GIViiSALT

Heinz
ea.

Reelfoot
12 oz.
pkg.

FOR

—

39c

HAMBURGER 4 lbs or more 59c
16-0Z. PKG.

TRADEWINDS

BREADED SHRIMP

5k

$1.89

ICE MILK

FROZEN FRENCH FRIED

1/2 Gallon __

POTATOES

45c

i

, „ : .,• ,

••••
•••..
-

VOID AFTER MAY 30, 1972

:):

iiWtii:'
iiiiI:ii§§:::•:•:•:•:).•

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
lc
V2 Gallon
CLOROX BLEACH
With this coupon and $5.00 additional
purchase. Cig. - Tobacco and Milk and
Milk products Excluded.
n

VOID AFTER MAY 30, 1912

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
50 — S&H GREEN STAMPS — 50
With this coupon and $5.00 purchase.
Cig - Tobacco - MMilk and Milk products
excluded.
VOID AFTER MAY 30, 1972

;

55C

MEI

Lb. $1.19 MIMI

Fresh

lb.490

PORK LIVER

rge,

Lb. 49c En
Lb. 5k

Pork

ib.69tivE

GREEN ONIONS

2 Bunches 29c

GIVE

10 For _ _ __ 59c

FRESH HOME GROWN

10 Ears For

59c

STRAWBERRIES

Quart __ 49c

FRESH GREEN

. POTATOES

Tech

HOME GROWN

YELLOW SWEET

CORN

"DAI
HOT

Pork

Centers and
Ends Mixed

CALIF VALENCIA

ORANGES

Sun. - M
Diam
Anne(

WE

RUMP ROAST

3 - 2-1b. bags $1. LBEEF LIVER

303
cans

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
89c
COFFEE Folger Instant 6-oz.
WITH THIS COUPON
No Other Purchase Necessarv

WE
an

FRESH

N
.0
1/41
NS
BEA
K&
POR
a
,
„
,
„
„
„
,
„
„
„
;
„
,
„
,
„
„
,
.
.
. „,.,„,„ „,„,„ , , .„ „,. , ,„,„ „,„:„ „ „ „ „ „. „ ,„ ;,„;, •,„ ;,„ ;,„, „ .„,„, , , „, , ,;,„., „. „
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
PEPSI 2 - 6 Bottle Carton Reg. Size 39c
With this coupon and $7.50 additional
Cig. - Tobacco - !VIilb-. product
purchase
..
t excluded.
N:
•:•:::
VOID AFTER MAY 30, 1972
.

1 ,1A41.1, 1,
“

BONELESS

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

.• .

DON MUIR

FRESH

_ 35o , ORANGE JUICE 12-oz. Can __ 39c

TURNER'S

RON MUNHAY
Music Yr RA
Oncted by

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST _ _ _ Lb.$1.19

100SHOULDER

25-oz. Jar _

with ERIK ESTRA
DINO OeFILIPPI

BONELESS

SEALDSWEEI

MUSTARD

lb.

OUVE
C

BREAST _-------------Lb. 59c
Lb 59c
THIGHS
Lb 49c
LEGS
Lb 29c
WINGS
Lb 19c
BACKS & NECKS
Lb. 119c
CHICKEN LIVERS
Lb 39c
GIZZARDS

29cFRANKS

KRAFT

37c
32c
25c

Round

GROUND FRESH HOURLY

KOOL AID

box

24-oz. Pullman
20-oz. Round Top
Brown & Serve Rolls

Starring

U.S. CHOICE

12 oz.
can

24 oz.
bottle

oz.
ottle
bottle

Lb. 59c

BOSTON BUTT

31c

ART
59C

KRAFT

Miss Liberty

— LIBERTY BREAD —

PORK ROAST

Lb. 7k

— CHICKEN PARTS —

COOL WHIP

4 Cans For --

SARDINES

WHOLE LB.

COOKING OIL

4-03. CUP

FLAT CANS

CUTLETS

STEAK

SALTINES

Plus Deposit

'ME

PAT BOONE

Lara
Lynn

DR.PEPP
rnablesERS
190

=KETCHUP

lb.59t

Lb. 69c
33c

BROILERS

_ _ 10c

490

osa was
'till
made

Fore —
Quarter

PORK

SPLIT Lb.

49c 1 TOMATO SOUP 10 1/2-oz.

Hind
Quarter

lb.

STEAK

25c

5 Lb. Bag

90

-FANCY

PORK

ICE CREAM

LAMPBELL 5

POTATO CHIPS

CRISCO

HA

Salad Bowl

Now thr

lb.4

1

SOUTHERN BELLE

A total of S.,
University ol
Martin were
hers of the Phi
Society May
Obion County.
Byrn. James
Hors Johnson
Lee Terrell, al
Jane Graves BI)
Ward Bushart I
Butts and Jani)
of South Fulton
Doss and Barb
both of Obion.
Dr. Milton Si
of the organizat
of the UTM
Psychology
Studies, cornim
ceremonies wh
society's amnia
Installed las
Martin, the Pi S
of Phi Kapp Ph
over 100 other
Prerequisites
invitation it)
academic aye)
.unior or seirroi

47

Lb. 4k

SLICED

Lb. 49c

Local
Initiate
Honor

12-oz. Pkg. ___ 49c

Dixie

SLICED

anSALAD

WI

BACON Sliced Rindless Lb. 69c

HAMS

pKG

LIBERTY

LIQUID DETERGENT

1b.27

CAMPFIRE

PICNIC

HAMBURGER BUNS 3 For _ $1.00

3 Bars 25c

D

l
C;C
iP
S

LIBERTY

BACON

1/2 gal.

with coupon

JERGENS

Reg. Size

16-oz. Pkg. _ _ _ 4k

HI HO'S

4k

CLOROX
SOAP

6 bottle
cartons

only

TWIN PACK

WE

f
I
,
;
.
u
(FRYERS

Pepsi

PRINGLES

TILL 9:00 p.m.
OPEN FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT

WE ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS

Fulton, Ky

20 Lb. Bag ___ 89c

CABBAGE

Lb. Sc

WE

BEA
TOW'
$0

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, May 25, 1972

LAST WEEK— THIS WEEK—Every Week of the year (We'll
show you the receipts).
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Local Students
Initiated By
Honor Society

NO SKIMPING ON OUR COVERAGE!

Fulton City
High School
Honors Told

A total of 54 students at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin were initiated as members of the Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society May 12. Ten were from
Obion County. They were: Beth
Byrn, James David Kendall,
Flora Johnson King, and Larry
Lee Terrell, all of Union City;
Jane Graves Bloodworth, Robert
Ward Bushart II, Mary Johanna
Butts and Janice Bell Sharp, all
of South Fulton and Carolyn Ann
Doss and Barbara Ann Hunter,
both of Obion.
Dr. Milton Simmons, president
of the organization and chairman
of the UTM Department of
Psychology and
Religious
Studies, conducted the initiation
ceremonies which preceded the
society's annual banquet.
Installed last spring at U-T
Martin, the Pi Sigma Phi Chapter
of Phi Kapp Phi is affiliated with
over 100 other national chapters.
Prerequisites to membership
invitation in the society are an
academic average of 3.2 and
'unior or senior standing.

SHOPPER 5,377 plus NEWS 1600
ATION THIS SECTION
--equals OVER 6,900 CIRCUL
E—V—E—R—Y WEEK.

F'ULTON, Ky. — Bob Engel,
son of Mr. rod Mrs. Ed Enact.
(That's why our advertisers get such good
is the valedictorian of the 1972
POST ONCE DEPARTMENT
MAUI NO
graduating class at Fulton City
Hiah School, Principal Robby
STATEMENT OF MAILING MATTER WITH PERMIT IMPRINTS
84
Snider has announced.
MAILER: Prepare in duplicate, completing all items by typewriter, pen or indelible
pencil.
Engel has romnleted four
None(' 01
years at Fulton Hiatt with a
POST OffICE
DATE
SACKS
CARTONS OUTSIDE
RECENT NO.
point standing of 2 91.
"ONUS
Fulton, Ky 42041
Salutatorian is Sandra Thomp16 May 72
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
gi 1.- Letters.
-Newspapers
Zed
1 Ird-Carulars and
El 4th -Parcel pest, books,
III Sed-Books or caw
Charles Thommon, Fulton. Her
written miner.
•—• and magazines
ocher printed matter.
logs of 24 page.
•-•-• merchandise printed
post cards
entered as
standing was 2.87.
merchandise less
Of
TOM
seeds.
matter. 16 on. Of
second-class mail
than 16 on
James Richardson, a transfer
etc.. less than 16 ors
MOM
NAME ANO ADDRESS Of KRIM, HOWER
student last year, has a standTI5EI50104 NO
(Inhale ZIP Cade)
III Check here when mailing is by authorized non-profit Organization
ina of 2.86 for third honors in
(Swifts 134.5 P.M.)
the class, but is not -eligible for
2 ..ii['on Golinty 7:ews
Mailer (other than authorized nonprofit organisation) must
Hcnors Day speaker due to in10 ns check here whether his total mailings made at bulls third.
P0 300X 3J7
sufficient number of semesters
JO No class rates at all post offices, under any name, for the cur- .
at the loLal school.
- .F lton Ky
rent calendar year, exceed 230,000 pieces.
.
Honors Day speaker will be
t
Weight of • single piece.
Alice Caldwell, dauahter of Mr.
OES.
1.73
and Mrs. Bci:s•by Caldwell, with
Number of pieces in a pound. (For tbird-class
a standing of 2.76.
matter mailed at bulk rates.)
SIGMA . 1 fet
NOTDER OR AGENT
Honor graduates include Bob
9+
'al,
I
Engel. Sandra Thompson, James
Total number of PIECES in mailing.
/
.• fr
Richardson. Alice Caldwel 1,
.
Anita Cash. Mike Morgan, Greg
NAME AND ADDRESS Of IN0IVIO4J1011 ORGANIZATION FOR 4644104 MAR•
OTI
...
Scares, Linda Stokes, Mike HatING ,5 ratroato (!/.,5 than pmini Wan)
Total number of POUNDS in mailing.
field, Deborah Clark, Mark
597
Fulton shopper
,
Owens, Evelyn Alexander, Mary
Rate chargeable on each (beck steel
PO Box 307
Helen Dunn, Shelia Harrison,
0row, IE ma is
Fulton
and Jane Mary Pawlukiewicz.
Fulton City High School graduation will be held May 25 at
the new high school gym. The •
TOTAL COMPUTED POSTAGE s
26.85
1972 class will be the first to POD Form
3602
receive their diplomas in the 3.4. 1969
munity.
persons hying in the community Mr.
•
new school. The valedictorian
Applewhite says he was,
that the statute of hmitations where the plaintiff resides.
and salutatorian will give their
libeled
when
Vanderwood
wrote
The dismissal of the suit
runs out one year after the book is
addresses at the commencement
against the university and the as follows:
published.
program.
publishing corporation also is 'There is still sporadic
Honors Day will be May 26
"The court is well aware and being appealed on the theory that violence of the crudest sort: tor
at the gym.
much impressed by the fact that the publishing company is a example, Sans Applewhite,
to apply the 'singlepublication' profit-making corporation which defendant in the Riders trial, was.
rule at times may bar Use cannot claim sovereign im- later killed by his son in a knife -assertion of a just claim and, in
fact, may do so in the present
Would you believe? — 7 Years Old Now!
case," Judge Harris said in his
order.
"However, to hold otherwise
127 South Seventh Street — Mayfield
ATLANTA, Ga.
would be against the great weight
- Thc
National Center for Disease
of authority, not only authority as
PHONE 247-1289
Control says the number of polio
set forth by our neighboring
Thanks to the people of Fulton and Fulton
County for their:
.
cases this year may be higher
states but also the authority set continued growing support and for
the seven year success if.
than predicted earlier because of
forth by the courts in larger and Phis hill -service travel agency,
first
and
still
the only travel_
an . increasing number of unsupposedly more enlightened agent authorized to stall and
write airline tickets at Mayfield.
vaccinated children.
states.
While you wait/ No service charge.
Airport
prices.
"There are substantial num"The court, therefore, feels
In addition to regular business and
An unique libel suit against the that Tennessee should follow the
bers of children who aren't impersonal air tickets
munized, particularly in hard-to- author and publisher of "Night 'single publication' rule and must we sell charter groups, ship cruises, Amtrak rail tickets hotel
and
motel
Riders
of Reelfoot Lake" is going have a statute of limitations of
accommodations, car rentals - all foreign and
reach ghetto areas," said the
de- to the Tennessee Supreme Court. one year from the date of mestic troval. Flight, travel and baggage
center's Dr. Michael Gregg
insurance. TravelSammy Applewhite, a lifelong publication which is applicable in sea cheques. Our staff includes a foreign travel
"Fortunately, there have been no
and cruise exresident of the Reelfoot Lake this case."
pert. Advice, information and literature free.
large outbreaks."
We are appoint-.
Through his attorneys, Charles ad by American Express, Thos, Cook & Sons, Percival
In Georgia, the state health Area, is asking $50,000 in actual
Town,
department said Wednesday a and punitive damages against Maness and Bruce Conley, Mr
Maupintours, Gateway Holidays, Globus, Carton,
C
third of Georgia yourgsters be- author Paul J. Vanderwood, Applewhite contends that, in the AITS, Travel World, many other tour companies.
.
tween 1,,1and 10 years of age are Memphis State University Press case- of a book, in contrast with
lpecht) studeiff deals! Eurail Passes.
Eurepabus. Pan-AM
not adeqiiately protected against bib., Publisher °Ellie book, and a tletwspapet 04 magazioit, libel itiletelbus.'
We Wheat the Limit treat cirds• the •irlloos
Memphis
State
University
do.
occurs
when
which
the defamatory
polio.
No obligation. talk to us?
State law requires vaccination owns the book-publishing cor- material is read, especially by
before
entering
school. poration.
The decision to appeal was
Cavanaugh Murphy of the health
department
says
many made after Obion County Circuit
preschoolers "are quite vulner- Court Judge Phil Harris earlier
able...due to parental negli- this year dismissed the suit as to
gence." He said the vaccine is all three of the defendants.
Meniphis State and its
free at each county health depublishing arm asked for and
partment in the state.
"We're likely to have some- obtained its dismissal on the
where in the neighborhood of 25 to grounds that the school and the
45 cases this year," said Gregg. publishing firm are institutions of
There were 19 cases of paralytic the State of Tennessee and
polio reported in the United therefore enjoy sovereign imStates last year. Only one case munity from such suits.
With regard to the author, Mr.
was reported in Georgia, the first
IF YOU ARE A DEMOCRAT FOR WALLACE URGE THE LEADERS OF
Vanderwood, Judge Harris ruled
in five years.
THE KENTUCKY DEMOCRATIC PARTY TO HAVE THEIR DELEGATES
Thus far in 1972, five cases that the one-year statute of
SUPPORT WALLACE FOR PRESIDENT AT THE NATIONAL
have been reported. California limitations in libel suits applies
CONVENTIONI
recorded two cases and Texas, since the book in question was
Florida and New York each first published on Oct. 16, 1969,
and was first placed on sale on
recorded one.
FACT SHEET
The CDC said last year that Oct. 27, 1969. The libel suit was
filed
on
Dec
2,
1970,
more
than
immunization against polio was
on the decline and apparently one year after its publication.
1. We notice that our Democratic Leaders of this state have said that George Wallace
In his opinion,Judge Harris
because the ktive numbers of rewould not gets delegate vote if they had their way. Since when did we pick our Governor
ported cases prompted public said the Ease posed a "most inand other leaden to tell us how to vote for president. We feel it would be wise for them
question."
The
apathy to vaccination programs. teresting
to attend the attain, for which they were elected and let us make the decisions regarding
In 1952, shortly before the de- question, the judge pointed out, is
what other office holders we wish to elect.
velopment of the Salk polio whether every sale of a book
vaccine, 21,269 cases were containing allegedly defamatory
material creates a separate
2. Do you feel that we really need a change from the present Liberals or should we
recorded in the United States,
,
i4Use of action" 1419 derision was
continue as we are?

results).

n
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FULTON
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Pres...16y nick ROSS f. ASSOCIATES

Rosa was a malnlIner
'till love
made her clean
HONOR STUDENTS—A total of 13
students in the 1972 graduating
class at Fulton High School have
achieved honor roll status in addition to the valedictorian and salutatorian. They are ((op row, from
left) All
Caldwell, Deborah
Clarlc, Anita Cash; (second row,
from left) Mary Dunn, Greg
Scates, Evelyn Alexander; (third
row, from left) Mike Morgan,
James Richardson, Shelia Harrison; (fourth row, from left) Mark Owens, Linda Stokes,
Mike Hatfield; (Fifth row) Jane Mary Pawfuldewicz.

Starring

PAT BOONE as fend Wilkerson
with ERIK ESTRADA • JACKIE GIROUX
OINO OefilIPPI • JO ANN ROBINSON
StittInOla at •'::"1: ..:'
::$919ff AfITTLY artAIAM
lieraPILNE T e,
mi cAmi

IS

[NEW by

Produced Or

DON MURRAY DICK ROSS
{ry.1.40 0.1(AS,MAN COI OR
PRINTS eV 1ECHNIC01.0f1

High Court
To Ponder
Libel Suit

Polio Likely
To Increase

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

Applewhite Suing

For 350,000 Sum

In 'Riders' Book

WALLACE SUPPORTERS I

Sun. - Mon.& Tues.
Diana Kjaen
Anne Grete - In

"DAGMAR'S
HOT PANTS"

5

MI ENOEL

SANDRA THOMPSON

Technicolor!

_MEMOR
IAL
DAY
SPE
CIA
LS
A Large Selection Of Ladies Swim Wear!
One And Two - Piece Sets

109293
Three-Piece Sets . $15.00

Stand Up And Be Counted

HERE'S A

3. Check these Liberal candidates records. See If they have practiced in the past what
they are preaching today.

house paint

4. Governor George C. Wallace of Alabama Is running as a candidate for the Democratic
Party's presidential nomination in '72.

Misses and Ladies

Large, Thirsii

SHORTS

BEACH
TOWELS

that
actually

Denim, Double-Knits
Sizes 5-18, 32-38

$2And $3.00
Ladies

SANDALS
Sizes 5 to 9

$2
To $4.77

with your
house

and

au,
tretches

shrinks

8. If Wallace Is their presidential candidate — Kentucky will go solid Democrat in '72.
7. if Kentucky swings heavily Democrat at the top of the ballot, this will assure
D.
Huddledon's election as U. S. Senator, as well as others on the DemocraUc ticket.

39
To $5.50

8. If Wallace does not get the presidential nomination in the Democratic Party, Nixon will
be reelected.
CUT THIS OUT,SIGN AND GET YOUR FRIENDS TO SIGN:

Childrens

SANDALS
$11 9
Sizes 10 to 3

To $3.00

P. N. HIFtSCH & CO.
615 BROADWAY,SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mon.thru Thur. 8:30 - 6: Fri.- Sat.8:30 - 8

5. Gov. Wallace is the only candidate of the Democratic Party that stands a chance of
defeating Nixon — in Kentucky or the nation.

F

PITTSBURGH

-PROOF

SUN

We, the undersigned, being registered Democrat Voters in the state of Kentucky
hereby
request that Governor Wendell Ford and J. R. Miller, Chairman Democratic State
Central
Executive Committee, urge the Uncommitted Delegates to vote for GOVERNOR
GEORGE WALLACE at the State Convention in June 1972.
(Fill this form in and mall to: J. R. Miller, Chairman, Ky. Democratic Party, 219
St, Clair,
Frankfort, Ky., at once.)

Latex HOUSE PAINT

Your house stretches and shrinks with variations in temperature and humidity. It's the constant expansion and contraction that most often
causes house paint to work loose, crack and
peel.
The flexibility of Sun-Proof* Latex House
Paint enables it to resist the stresses and strain
GALLON that ruptures an otherwise
sound paint film. It
resists cracking, peeling and flaking . . lasts
longer and saves you money! Come in today
for a tree Color chart.

$895

FULTnN PAINT AND GLASS CO.
301 Main St.

472-3201

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

1
2
3
4
5
6

GEORGE WALLACE

5 TIE ONLY TRUE DEMOCRAT RUNNING FOR POISMENTI
Sponsored
by the Fulton Citizen's Council Naylor Burnett*, Chairman
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e"--We Care'

SUPER-RIGHT FULLY-COOKED

Semi-Boneless Hams

ON 2
Bo MUCI
tor so

"WHOLE"

***SS

Only 50
to re
6,500
27
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., 1A,AY

CLOSE-UP TOOTHPASTE

N QUARTERS

ALL.00.

(10c OFF LABEL)

SUPER-RIGHT

Skinless Franks

12 OZ.
PKG.

"How to on

SMOKED BONELESS
PORK LOINS
$4 09
HALF
OR
WHOLE

5 LB. PKG. OR MORE

Ground Beef

WANTED: I
eek. Off Sues
ly RAY'S E
th Fulton,
years old.

Sliced Bologna
2-lb. pkg. $1.49

1p. -(t. 79c

Sliced Bacon

49.

Fresh Pole Beans

al-mission
esser. Rush

ANTISEPTIC LISTERINE

I

LB.

BATHROOM TISSUE

4 CT.

Charmin
ANTACID

202.
BTL

Bromo Seltzer
DRY - REG. - OILY

701

Break Shampoo

BTL

LIQUID SUPEROSE

soz
BTL.

Sweetener
JANE PARKER HOT DOG OR

Hamburger Buns

(LESSER AMOUNTS LB. 29')
RED RADISHES — CUKES

38.
79.
690
69.
39.

12 CT.
PKG.

29.

2

it you into a
on. Call or

R1YCE BU
E, 308 Pi
n, Tenn. 382:

SPINET-CO

Wanted res
over op
rms. Can
rite Credit
x 276. Shi
78

"LOSE UP
MINUTES
for year
avaibbl,
y works.

with at
Diet. I
arantee.

FRESH

WASHINGTON STATE GOLD OR

LOAF INC
Why not a
•houl?? Brut
te has cot

F

BUNCHES

Red Potatoes
Bed Delicious Apples 10 for 89c Green Cabbage

eased, stains
tails." Spi
0. Box 100
601.
WANTED: 5
, small fel
Call Me

74c

7 OZ.
BTL.

Strawberries

Home Grown

CHECKEI
up to $2.(
al benefits,
surance, life
weeks vaci
W. James
ton, Tenn.
ity employe

La 1 0$

laity fik
5 Peon

SPI
•

DETERGENT
84 oz.
BOX

Barbecue Sauce :ff.49c
Ann Page Mustard AR
?, $4 00 Mayonnaise
3a,:
59c
Pork & Beans
Snack Crackers 'XL 25c on Potato Sticks
35e
596,/
'
;:75
:
1
foil
Wonder
A&P
59c
Salad
Potato
\A&P
MARVEL

7 OZ.

•

HERSHEY'S

ALL FLAVORS

JELLO

17.
HAWAIIAN PUNCH :

PUDDING TREATS
K RAFT

ITALIAN DRESSING
Soc.

KRAFT

CATALINA DRESSING
KRAFT

24

SAFFLOWER OIL

bti•

44`

41e

BUTTERMILK

UNCLE BEN'S

PILLSBURY BISCUITS Pks

CONTADINA

TOMATO PASTE

SANI-FLUSH

CHUN KING

HEINZ

SOY SAUCE

BARBECUE SAUCE
LIPTON FLAVORED

ICED TEA MIX

OL

HYDROX COOKIES

Pks °gie

16 oz.

NABISCO

b.. 49°

CHIPS AHOY

3110

WHEEL

J-WAX KIT

PILLSBURY BUNDT
CAKE MIXES
LEMON BLUEBERRY (24 OZ.) — CHOCOLATE
MACAROON (24 OZ.) — FUDGE NUT CROWN (23 OZ.)

City '
lei W.
I. Falba

Maks1

Mobile

2007 Eat
Union
Bohr Hon

TOUR
CHOICE!

REGULAR
30 CT.

)
6
t
t
y
yiy
IA
folly
AP

KLEENEX BOUTIQUE
BATHROOM
TISSUE
4 CT.
PKG.

PRE-SOFTENED

24 oz.

JUMBO
ROLL

A

14 oz.

ASSORTED
200 CT.
OR
PRINTS
175 CT.

CURITY
...)
TAPE-TAB
REG. OR
$1 1 il
DISPOBABLE TODDLERS
DIAPERS
WITH THIS COUPON
Good only et ASP Food ikons
Coupon good thell Sat., May 27
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit one coupon per mummer

Da°

SUNSHINE

PUFFS FACIAL TISSUE

TODDLERS
24 CT.

KLEENEX JUMBO TOWELS
Oct.

LONG GRAIN & WILD RICE
BOWL CLEANER

WA!

MAXWELL HOUSE

CHICKEN

PET CREAMER

20
v:L;..

INSTANT COFFEE

CHUNK LIGHT TUNA
OF THE SEA

NON-DAIRY

INST. CHOCOLATE

OR

BI

.?;N

ANN PAGE

3-ton Duo.'
Stoner, inst
tax. Insurat

Mobile)
Mayi
Phonf

SULTANA

CAN

SWIFTNING SHORTENING

SANDWICH BREAD

ANN PAGE

714

JANE PARKER

HURRIC
InstalS

wm

4— Fr

— Fr

WITH
COUPON

IVORY
LIQUID

lncIudln

PKGS.
WITH
COUPON

49.

3201
BTL
WITH THIS COUPON
Good only et A&P Food Stone
Coupon good ihru Sst.. May 27
Regular Price Without Coupon
Liras one ooupon per customer

MUM

,....

00
_ V9B99,9y0050c
EINES'AP
In

MAZOLA
1 LB.
CORN OIL
CTN. eke
MARGARINE
WITH THIS COUPON
Good ordy et ALP Food Stores
Coupon good thru &au Rey 27
Regular Pies Without Coupon
Umk one tampon per customer

r
''

------

JO060(00

a)
06(1)000
----"'

0
'
0

THIS COUPON
WORTH
towerd the purchase cli 10 oz. bar
—
of MAXIM FREEZE-DRIED
COFFEE
Good only at A&P Food Stores
Coupon good thru Set., May 27
Regular Hos Without Coupon
Limit one coupon tor customer

TOTINO'S PIZZA

CHEESE — HAMBURGER — SAUSAGE

Ws]
karAris
Low
Disc
Ins

All
i_nt

h
tF
T

Mobib

4

Page 4

ON 7,4R6'ETEVERY ME
so mum...
tor so LITTLE...
sees......
Only 50 per Word
to reach
6,500 Homes 1
CHECKERS WANTED
y up to 82.00 per hour, gene) benefits, hospitalization
surance, life insurance, up to
weeks vacation. Apply at
W. James and Sons, South
Iton. Tenn. An equal oppority employer.
WANTED: Waitress 5 days a
eek. Off Sunday and Monday,
ly RAY'S BARBECUE INC.
th Fulton, Tenn. Must be
years old.
"How to earn at home as a
mmission mailer and adr. .Rush 25c with selfad, stamped envelope for
tails." Specialty Services
. 0. Box 1060C15 'Peoria, Ill.
601.

By Joe Martin
Eateaslcia Leader
ARMYWORMS ARE ON THE
Applications are now being ATTACK IN OBION COUNTY
taken for Community Vista
The past few weeks in °broil
Volunteers. Must be able to or- County have not been ideal for
ganize and motivate interest planting cropa but have allowed
,4rourps toward self help pro- armyworms to build up to a huge
jects. Must be able to work population.
with all segments of the popuWe have received a large
lation apply in person at Mis- number of calls from all section's
sissippi River Economic Op- of Obion County in regards to
portunity Council, Inc. 316 An armyworms and we have found
derson Street, Fulton, Ken- severe infestations in a number
iacky. Phone 472-1962. We are of fields of wheat, corn, alfalfa
an equal opportunity employer.. and pastures.
Armyworms are primarily
A. J. Pearson, executive direcgrass feeders, attacking small
tor.
grains and pasture grasses. The
worms will however, attack and
SIPtR/NG ItAfi SPRUNG The ,
weather's great — so get out of destroy most all crops such as
the house, start earning money corn, cotton, tobacco, gardens,
as tin Avon Representative. strawberries, and others. This
occurs when the worms begin to
Discover how easy it is to sell
travel in armies and feed on
Avon products to friendly peoeverything in their path.
ple Call: 8062768 or write—
However, infestations are found
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, Box in the beginning in the rankest
1022, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

ARNETT Floor Covering.
Carpet and Linoleum. Carpet
cleaning and Installation. War - House Direct. Union City, Tenn
Phone 858-9105 For Free Entrant.

BENT Wheelchairs. crutches
WANTED: Swarms of honey
and ottier convalescent aids at
; small lee will be paid for
CITY
SUPER DRUG 406 Lake
. Call Merle Allen at 479rukon. Ks,

O.

• 79c
• 69
69c
:c •.39.
C

u
z

LOAFING AROUND?
Why not attend summer
110017? Bruce Business Instite has courses available to
ut you into a good paying posion. Cali or write TODAY!
RUCE BUSINESS INSTIE, 306 Poplar Street, Marn, Tenn. 38237 Phone 187-4911
PINIT-CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted responsible party to
over spinet piano. Easy
rms. Can be seen locally,
rite Credit Manager, P. 0.
x 276, Shelbyville, Indiana
76.

TRACTOR TRAILER
TRAINEES NEEDED
You can now tnain to th!COIlll'
an over the road driver or city
driver. Emcellent earnings after
short training on our trucks
with our driver instructors to
help you. For application aml
interview, call 102-580-4103, or
write Sc-hool Safety Division
United Systems, Inc. 4510 Poplar Level, Louisville, Kentucky
40207. A.pproved for V. A. Beerfits. Placement assistance available. Over 700 transportatinoir
computes have haul our grail
paters.

Murray Plans
Workshop
On Hearing

"LOSE UP TO 4 INCHES IN
MINUTES Secret formula
for years in expensive asavailable for home use,
y works. Instructions 16.05.
E 5-10-25 pounds or more
MURRAY, Ky.—An Industrial
with amazing, satisfying
Diet. $3.00 Money back Audiometric Technicians Trainarantee. Both - Complete ing Workshop aimed toward the
17,00,"
ultimate goal of greater protec.
(any Services P. 0. Box Hen for the hearing of workers
sr,5 Peoria. 111. MOM
In industrial environments will
be held at Murray State University June 26-28.
Dr. Jim McDill, a certified
HURRICANE STRAPS
audiologist and an associate proInstalled for $150.
fessor of audiology at Murray
3-ton Duo-Therm air condi.
State, will direct the three-day
honer, installed, $425. plot
workshop.
tax. Insurance work acceptIn announcing plans for the
ed.
session, Dr. John Bartholomy,
chairman of the department of
special education at M u rr ay
State, noted that "the occupaMobile Home Repair tional noise requirements of the
Occupational Safety and Health
Mayfield, Ky.
Act have generated considerable
Phone 247-4845
local industrial interest in such
a workshop."

SPECIAL!

KEN

AD

BILL'S

WANTED!
Ow WM Item TIM

TOWELS

1

C
TIQUE

Tc
DT

funs TIMM 1
WM& Balaneed
•

City Tire Co.
m W.State Line
I. roar - r

LATE
N (23 OZ.)

it

WHEELS AUG

4764141

Maks hirr Ulan.
Mobile Home Sales
2007 East Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, Tennessee
Better Homes • Better Prices
Better Service
Lellf'///IEr1/412KIMPic

Free Delivery S
— Free Set-Up
—

IkIncluding Blocks, Straps
and Plumbing

S

11
1ZZA

9c

k

2—Written Service
Warranties
It•souror•rAvAgerAvAl
Low Overhead
Discount Prices
Instant Bank
Financing

—
()alllirr Parc
— All This And Nor. At

Mobile Home Sales

Armyworms Out In Force,
Farmers Advised To Check

Limited to 15 technicians, including nurses, industrial safety
workers, and professionals interested in industrial hearing
conservation, the intensive training workshop will provide instruction in ear anatomy, acoustics, industrial hearing conservation programs, and training in
hearing testing techniques.
"The technician's training will
emphasize the importance of accuracy in audiometric testing
that will produce maximum protection for industry as well as
employes," McDill said.
Pre-registration deadline for
the workshop is June 16. Persons interested in attending
should con t at t: Division of
Speech and Hearing, Education
Building, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071, (7622446).

growing grain and grass fields,
and should be searched for in
such crops.
The worms feed at night
mainly and hide during the day.'
To locate the worms it is
necessary to get down on hands
and knees and search carefully
on the ground. Finding the worms
when they are small is of primary
importance. The worms cause
little damage when small and do
not become really destructive
until about half grown or about,
rri
of an inch long.
Young worms are active, slim,
bluish green and black-lined. The
larger worms get
inch long,
are hairless, greenish in color
with a dark strip down each side.
The markings on these worms
are clear-cut as opposed to the
vague mottled markings on many
cutworms. The adult is a tan
moth of 134 inch long wing
spread. There is a small white dot
in the center of each wing. They
can overwinter in all stages.

Controls for worms should be
started when four to six worms
per square foot are found.
Several insecticides such as
toxaphene, parathion
and
methoxychlor, do a real good job
In controlling the armyworms.
Most farmers are having
toxaphene flown on by airplane
for control of the armyworms but
on pastures sevin is being used.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES
YES SIR: Strawberries are
ripe! If you like strawberries we
suggest you to contact one of the
good strawberry growers in
Obion County such as Tom Wade,
Willie George Dement or Carnet'
Mathias.
The market demands a high
quality strawberry and local
growers go all out in producing
some of the best strawberries you
are able to find anywhere.
An estimated nine out of
every 10 hurricane victims are
drowned.
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Paintings Held Dinner Party Comphments
Through May Miss Hepler, Lawy Rogers

An exhibition of painting lent
by some of the art faculty of
Tennessee colleges and universities is being exhibited during
May at the Martin Public Library by the Martin Arts Commission.
"The Faculty Small Painting
Show" of 36 pieces of art was organized by the Tennessee College Art Council and has been
made possible with the financial
assistance of the Tennessee
Arts Commission and the National Endowment for the Arts,
the State and Federal agencies
which encourage and support
public participation in the arts.
Several of the artists In the
exhibition will be familiar to
local viewers as some of their
works have been seen in previous exhibitions presented by
the Arts Commission. Mr,Don
Carmichael of Union University in Jackson has two watercolors in the current exhibition. He is currently conducta ten-week watercolor
ing
workshop for Martin artists in
Galleries at the
Basement
the
Library.

Another in the series of Guests served themselves from
prenuptial courtesies honoring a candle-lit buffet table, covered
Miss Carole Hepler and Larry with a gold linen cloth edged in
Rogers, whose wedding will he white gold lace.
solemnized June 11th, was a Those attending, in addition to
barbecue dinner given Saturday the honored couple, were Mr. and
evening in the South Fulton home Mrs. Richard Fowler, Miss
of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Marlene Kiel and Trent Griffin of
Ferguson. uncle and aunt of the Union City, Mr. and Mrs. Kenbridegroom -elect.
neth Ray Fowlkes of Martin,
Miss Susie Miller of GerGuests were greated by Miss mantown, Miss
Ferguson, Doug
Stephanie Ferguson, attired in a Ferguson arid the
host and
sheer floral maxi frock
hostess.

NtIction ,ert)ice
COL. ROBERT AINLEY
LICENSED & BONDED

ESTATES
(Aection••0
LIQUIDATIONS
KY.-TENN. INS
DUKEDOM, TENNESSEE 35226
PHONE 901 522-3593, OFFICE 472-1371
Selling Is Our Business
Str,reic• Is Our Obligation

What's Taylor Chevrolet -Buick Going To Do Next?
(WE HAVE JUST DONE IT!)

We Have Traded For

50 RECLINERS
4750

These are New $
Chairs and are
priced at only ___

EACH

Chairs on Display
in our Showroom
NOW!
Assorted Colors

Now would be a good time to trade for that new car you've
been wanting, ler vacation time is here. We have a lot full of
- new cars and trucks! If you don't wan!a NEW car then we
have some red-hot buys in our 'OK" USED CABS.

Don't forget
our Service Department is now open
on Thursday nights for your convenience until 8:00 p. m.
Call for an appointment: 4724466-.

1971 OPEL

1969 ELECTRA 225

SPECIAL
Of The Week!

4-door hardtop,Ky. tag,green, vinyl
top, this car is loaded. One owner, a
new car trade in.

1971 Ope11900 Series, 2-door,Tenn.
tags, gold, 4-cylinder, 4-speed and
radio.

1968 Pontiac Catalina 4-door sedan,
Tennessee title, green vinyl top, V8,
automatic, power steering, power
brakes, factory air, one owner,
traded in on a new Buick.

1968 LESABRE
4-door sedan, Tenn. tags, white, V8,
automatic, power steering, power
brakes, factory air.

PRICED TO SELL

1.970 CHEVELLE
1970 Chevelle SS 2-door hardtop,
Tenn. tags, grey, V8, automatic.

PLEASE NOTE: Our SALES DEPARTMENT Will Be Open 6 Days A Week Monday Through Friday Until
8:00 P.M. And Ou Saturdays Until 5:00 P.M.

Tucker Selected
As Awards Judge
MURRAY, Ky.— Dr. Kenneth
Paul Tucker, assistant professor
of English at Murray State University, has been appointed a
regional judge for the National
Council of Teachers of English
achievement awards for 1972.
Now in its 15th year, the nationally-recognized cowed Lion
cites high school seniors for excellence in English and recommends them to colleges and universities for admission and financial aid.
Approximately 7,200 students
are candidates for awards in
1977. Both teachers and schools
that have participated in the
training of these young men and
women are also honored by the
NCTE.
Students are nominated by
their high school English departments and selected by state
judging committees on the bases
of an autobiography, an impromptu theme, and a sample
of best writing.

CONSIGNMENTS
DISPERSALS

Please Make A Note Of The Above Heirs - • And Come In And Let Us Do Business.

TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-BUICK INC

GMAC " Where The BEST DEALS

Are TAYLOR MADE"

See one of these salesman: Maus Williams, Aubrey Taylor, Mike Williams, Check Jordan,
Roger Stephens, Vernon Spraggs or In Taylor.

111110111111AT 307

ruvroi,KT.

Fulton, Ky.

11.U.S. GOVERNMENT GRADED CHOICE

ROUND

BOSTON
BUTTS

LB.

,TEAK
EN
SIRLOIN • TIP

Lb. 99c

ROUND STEAK
14A--LF
ROUND STEAK

NICE LEAN

ROAST

Lb. $1.39

LITTLE CHIEF

Lb. 99c

REELFOOT

Lb. 99c

(WHOLE OR HALF STICK)

BAG BOLOGNA

Lb. 79c

Lb. 79c

Lb. 69c

HAMBURGERS

SLICED BACON

Lb. 69c

5 For

$1.00

BARBECUE

Lb. 65c

CHICKENS

Lb. 79c

BARBECUE

REELFOOT

Lb. 69c

PORK

SLICED BACON

Lb. $1.49

BARBECUE

Lb. 79t

RUMP ROAST
HUNTS FRUIT
303 SIZE

COCKTAIL

FOR

CAN

PEPPER
29c
PEACHES
3F0 $1
PIES
250

4 OZ. SIZE
CAN

SCOTT PAPER

TOWELS

HUNT'S

29 Oz.

CASTILIAN CASUAL

DINNERWARE
The sunlit warmth of golden Castilian dinnerware can now be yours for very little! Each week,
a place setting piece is yours for iustoennies
with a minimum purchase. Build youf set while
you save!
EACH
PLACE
SETTING

2

Set a shining table with 24 Karat Gold electroplate Golden Banquet tableware. Pick up a
different place setting piece each week at our
low price with a minimum purchase.

9

TEASPOON n
i it
594Sri=
12th DINNER FORK
]
VI
raii,59CPiPal
vitu
l3th4 DINNER KNIFE FaS,S9cts
per=

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

14th
WEEK
1Sth

TEASPOON lis%/59CBS Ps=
_ with towdb
SALAD FORK si 5maimpipli
JEll

HEINZ STRAINED

BABY FOOD

FOR $11 PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Ilth
WEEK
NEd

DINNER PLATE 1 77.1111
;
1 3
7
3
DESSERT DISH 1172F
1 t77.11,
COFFEE CUP R. 77
r .1 .
7PPI
11

13th
WEEK
14th
WEEK 111=MIE11:7M1
Iga liakilla V .

OS perdes•

89c

OLEO

SALAD
SPREAD 790 DRESSING
4k

SPREDIT-IMITATION CHEESE
2 LB. BOX

DOZEN
fitiMONS
NICE FMK READS

39t

5 Lbs.

U. S. NO. 1 WHITE

LB.

COOKIES 1141

WITH THIS COUPON
AND ADDITIONAL
$7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK
tit TOBACCO PRODUCTS
QT.
E. W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY

HYDE PARK

BREAD

5- 16-oz. Loafs ____ $1.00

CHARMIN BATHROOM

TISSUE
POTATOES
PFREINH EAPPLES
SQUASH
Lb
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

U. S. NO. 1 IDAHO

If you like to save money
Shop our big produce dept. We
always save you money, plus
you get the very best. Its the
total of your grocery bill that
counts.

EARS

Th1s ad good Thursday, May 25, 1972 thru Wednesday, May 31,1972

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

$1.00

10 LB.BAG

19
LETTUCE
ONIONS
YELLOW CORN
79c
10
CHABBAGE
-sAinNor_
.
kr
GREEN LB10t t47 '8 summon's'
HEAD

CHIPS
59c

HOME STYLE TRAY PACK

mine MIRACLE WHIP

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

U.S. NO. 1

10 OZ. BAG

MARBEL STICK

10 Jars

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

WONDER TWIN PACK POTATO

$5 purchase
on our plan

Ilthj
week

69c

3 LB. CAN

13th WEEK
with cery

EACH
PLACE
se-r-novo
PIECE
JUST

MORTON'S FROZEN FRUIT

1/2 Gallon

SHORTENING

24 K=0,!.°:° TABLEWARE

MORTON'S FROZEN CREAM

3
PIES

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

GOLDEN SOUQUET

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

EACH

3 LB. JAR

PIECE
JUST

2 1/2 SIZE CAN

35
BUTTER
990
RICHTEX
JUMBO ROLL

L Fit M PEANUT

SAVE ON QUALITY TABLE SETTINGS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

5 For $1.00

SANDWICHES

If you check our meat prices with
others. You'll see we save you money.
Plus You get the best money can buy.

MASON ROYAL BLACK

FRES

PLUS
QUALIft
STAMPS

LOIN SLICED

_Lb. 8k

BONE - IN

ICE MILK

C

LB.

PORK QUARTER

PORK STEAK

Lb. 59c ; CUTLETS
BONELESS
—
Lb. 55c BOSTON BUTTS

SIA

HEEL - OF

ROUND ROAST _ _
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PORK

FRANKS

SWISS

STEAK

Thursday, May 25, 1972

FRESH-LEAN-PORK

EACH

4 ROLLS

49c
85c
490

FLORIDA YELLOW

GRAPEFRUIT

190

5 LB. BAG . . .89c

WE RESERVE THE RIGHTS TO LIMIT QUANITIES

NEW STORE HOURS
MON..THURS.

8:80 am.-7:00 pm.

FRI.- SAT.

8:00 am.- 9:00 pm.

For Your Shopping Convenience

